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J h e day re/urns and

brings

us the

pelt!/ rounJ of irritating concerns anJ
duties.

7felp us to pla!I the man; help us

to preform them with laughter anJ kinJ
!'aces, let cheerf'ulness a6ounJ with industr!J.

Give us lo go l,/ifhe/9 on our 6usi-

ness all this day; 6ring us to our resting
/Jeds weary and content aniJ undishonored,
an.iJ grant us in the enJ, the gil't ol' sleep .
..Amen.
- .fR.o/Jert f!ou.is Stevenson.

·rHE SAND-SPUR
THE CALL OF THE EAST.
ORRY, my man, but we require active, able-bodied
men here. Your leg unfits you for hard work, and
our physician says the climate would kill you. Good
bye." and the manager turned away.
Phelan limped slowly out of the office, dully
conscious of a hurt feeling inside. He had been
refused again. Eight months before he had been honorably
, dismissed from the King's service in Inda because of his wounded
leg and the weakness which had developed with the injury. For
the first few weeks how glad he was to be free. No more drills
and campaigns, no more marching and recruiting. Only rest
until he could find a job. Even London seemed bright. But
work was hard to find. His education was small and his wound
had left him weak. The fog and stench of the great city worried
him. He had no relatives and no friends except his comrades in
India, and the crowded streets appalled him. In the great streams
of people he knew no one-cared for no one-and the thought
hurt.
He tried to find employment which would take him back te>
India; the cold. and chill of the city hurt his leg. But always the
place he sought had been filled or he was not qualified to take it.
So it had been time and again, so it was now, so it would always
be, he thought bitterly.
So he drifted aimlessly along the streets until suddenly he
noticed a parcel in the gutter. He stooped, picked it up and
unwrapped it. It was a book, and without glancing at its title he
put it under his coat. To find its owner was hopeless, he knew,
and he might sell it. Funds were getting low. So he made his
way to his lodging place, one room of a tiny boarding house on
the outskirts of the city.

It seemed to him that there ,vere more people than usual on the
street , and he looked hesitatingly at the faces, hoping to see a
smile or perhaps-if it ·were not too much to hope for, to receive
a word. It made no difference whether kind or harsh. 'fo kn~w
that someone el se in the c1· wcl knew Lhal he was alive. But he
looked in vain.
IJ the face s were et, all the eyes were strained
and watchful and unseeing. He reached the steps of pis house, .
tried to climb the111 slipped and fell.
everal of the passers-by
laughed. One was a woman and as he noted it, Phelan·s face
became a dull red. He pi cked himself up without a word and
went up to his room.
Then , sitting in his one chaii-, he proceeded to examine the
book. It was poetry by Kipling, and Phelan idly turned the
pages, topping now and again to spell out a line or two. Then
of a sudden he stopped. It wa India, his India, about which this
man w;1s wntmg.
lowly and painfully he read the verses
throu o- h, Then he read them aloud o a to get the sense better~
Slowly, painfully, until;
"If you've 'eard the East a callin', you won't n ever 'eed nought else ....

Then lowly he repeated the lines of the verse as the though
made its way into his tired brain.
"But that's all shove be'ind me, long ago and far away
And there a.int no busses runnin' from the Bank to Mandalay
An' l't.u learning 'ere in Lonclon, wot the ten year soldier tells,
If you've 'eard the East a callin, you won't nevf:!r 'eed nought else ."

He pa1::1 ed in wonder. How could this man know? It was his
feeling, his oul, he had never put it into words, he had hardly
understood it before. But now he under Loo cl. And he read on:
' 'I'm sick. o' wastin' leather on these gritty pavin' stones
And tbe blarsted Henglish drizzle ....,akes the fever in my bones."

and so on to the end. \i\l hen it wa done he sat motionle~
thinking. His eyes were looking out of the window at the blank
wall of the building which fronted on the next street, but what
he saw was India. The chill laden breath of the city had changed
to the sultry breeze of India and before him lay the bazaars and '
hi. ea r. ra ng with the shrill cries of the sale men. So he sat,.
( 6 )

enchanted by the poet's wand. At last he sighed, shook himself
as though to shake off the dream, and laid the book reverently
upon the table. That night he lept with it beside him and so for
many nights after.
Meanwhile his mall hoard of money became smaller and
smaller. He b~gan to eat less that he might still keep his .
sleeping pla"e. The world seemed har her, the stream of faces
more tern each day. Laughter, once hi delight. became distateful
to him. He did not know why, did not know th~lt unconsciously
he contra ted the laughter with his O'vvn dre~riuess and became
more and more dreary thereby. He had almo st given np looking
for ·work. [t made lrnt little difference-now. He felt that hi ·.
intere t in life was small, that his time f life was drawing to a.
close. Sometimes he wondered dully where he would be buried.
And the faces hurt him. He had not spoken a doz n , rds that
week, and then only to purchase his canty food ·upply. At his
lodgings he had a pass key.
One night he came home earlier than u ual. He felt tiredbody and soul. He had not e[lten that day. he felt no de ire for
food. As he opened the door a burst of laughter gre ted him.
The hall was filied with a crowd of reveler making merry for
some reason, but why, he did not know. He paused a moment,
then made his way through them. No. one spoke to him, no one
seemed to notice him a he passed throuo·h the midst of them.
Once in his room Phelan did an unwonted lhing. He knelt
and prayed; prayed aloud from the depth of his soul. He prayed,
"with the faith of a litlle child," to the God who knew and sav,'
all, the God of Tenderne s and Pity. "Dear Lord, let me rest. I
guess my life i done. I'm tired of the city and the people who
don't care, and J want to rest. There· no one to care for me
and no one I can care for. No one would care if I died. And
I'm tired." Too exhausted even to undrc , he threw him elf
across his bed with his Kiplino- clasped close to his breast.
Next morning Phelan did not leave the house a u ual, and
when they came to see if anything wa wrong with him, they
found him lying unconscious across his bed. They moved him
to the nearest free hospital and placed him in a clean cot and
brought a physician to see him. Phelan was muttering omething
over and over and the doctor bent to catch the words.
"It' the·
( i )

East that's calling," the sick man was saying. "The East-and
I'm coming." The nurse in charge of the ward came forward
and touched the doctor on the arm. "We found this under him
when we went to get him," she said, "and his finger marked this
-place." She pointed to those lines of "Mandalay" which had first
attracted Phelan to the book. "And he talks about his loneliness.
Doctor, he hasn't spoken to a soul for the last eight months,
,except on business. Do you think he may be crazy?" The doctor
shook his head. ''There's nothing the matter with him that I
can see except lack of food. But the man is dying. He was
without friends here, you say? perhaps it's just as well-for
him." And the doctor passed to another ward. The nurse looked
after him for a moment, then turned and resumed her work.
Phelan lay still in his cot, except for his moving lips. All that
day he lay and all the next, silent for the most part, but now and
again seeming to try to speak. So weak was he that he could
make no sound. But when the nurse went to look at him the
,third morning; she found him lying still and silent as before, but
with a smile upon his lips as one "who has done his work, and
held his peace, and had no fear to die." Quietly and painlessly,
in the gray dawn of the early morning, he had slipped away into
eternity. He had answered the Call of the East.
L. G.

WILLIAM COWPER,

I

N order to make a criticism of Cowper's works it is necessary to
study his life. The character of his work is so intertwined with
his own sad and unhappy life and his writing so influenced
by hi mental attitude toward his environment, that we cannot
separate the two. It is said that Cowper's poems are almost as
much connected with his personal circumstances as his letters,
a.nd his letters are as purely autobiographical as letters can be.
If all information of his life had perished except that contained
in his poems we would still know the personality of their author.
In Cowper s work we find a characteristic supposed to be one
of more recent writings; one that marks an advancement in the
romantic movement in literature, and that is the one of subjectivity. We find his peculiar views of religion, his fri end. , 1is
(
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ailings, his musings, his daily life all portrayed in his poems~
"The Task,'' in which all of the best qualities of his genius is,
found, is a poem entirely about himself.
Cowper cannot be said to be in the first rank of English poetsr
but he is certainly one of the most interesting authors. All'
through his life he was on the brink of insanity and resorted to,
literature in order to prevent his mind from preying on itself.
Cowper, together with Burns an~ Gray, marks a turning poin't
in English literature. Never, perhaps, in England had poetry
been at so low an ebb. Since the brilliancy of Pope there had
been no one worthy of mention. But Cowper's influence has been
extensive and lasting. He left the classic form of poetry and
brought back to it naturalness and simplicity. He talks rather
than sings. His blank verse makes no pretensions to majesty.
Detail was his forte and quietness his element. We find him
describing events which no one else would have thought worth
describing. Olney, the quaint, old town where he lived, we might
think indescribable, but we seem to have lived there, through his
poems. His verse is a transparent medium through which one
looks into a gentle and most lovable human spirit, and one comes
to know him as thoroughly as if one had lived in the same house
with him for years. We think of his verse as the conversation of
a beloved and gifted companion.
He brought poetry back to nature and filled his poems with the
delineation of domestic and rural life. The delineation of Cowper
i5 a simple delineation, however. He makes a sketch of the object
before him, and there he leaves it. To Cowper nature is simply a
background for human tasks and human pastimes. He fa cotttrasted with Wordsworth, the great interpreter of nature, in that
nature to Wordsworth is a religion. Nature to him was a special
revelation and after years of deep thought and long introspection.
we see nature reflected by him. Wordsworth described feelings.
produced by nature, but Cowper evidently had none. Cowper
found great pleasure in watching the common aspects of outward
things and we might say of him in Wordsworth's own words:
"A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primroae was to him
And it wu nothiag more."

Cowper chooses from subjects such homely things as the post( j)
I
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I
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I

boy, the knitting needle , the wagon and the pretty detail of quiet
life. A quotation from 'The Task'' hows his simplicity and love
of quiet scenes,
"Home born happiness,
Fireside enjoyments, intimate delights.
And all the comforts that the lowly roof
Of undisturbed retirement, and the hours
Of long uninterrupted evenings know."

Th i 11 idcnt connected with the writino- of "The Task" is an
interes ting one. In · the town of Olney, across the street from
Cowper were living two ladi
one of whom was Lady Austena very energetic, vivacious. amusing and rather handsome lady of
the world. From Cowper·s own description we find him being
entertained each morning in her home. She suggested to him one
day the composition of a new poem in blank verse. He asked her
to uao-c t a subject and she said, "\i\Tell, write upon that sofa,"
and thi he took as the title of the first book of "The Task."
"John Gilpin" was also inspired by this same "muse'' as he
called her. 'he recounted to owper one day the story of John
Gilpin, a one which she had heard in childhood, and in a short
time the poet cnt to her the ballad. It was written, he says, 111
order to relieve a fit of terrible and uncommon despondency.
\Villiam Cowper was born on the 26th of November, 1731, at
Berkham tead, and died on the 25th of April, 1800. The peculiarity of his life is it division into marked periods. From his
birth to his first illnes he may be said to have lived in one world,
and for some twenty years afterward, in a wholly distinct one.
The latter years of his life were spent in hopeless despondency.
His mother died when he was but a child, and his only recollections of her were rather an abstract idea of what a mother should
be. II c wrote to her memory one of the most affecting tributes
that ever came from the heart of a son.
Cowper seems to have had a double nature. Side by side with
hi morbid and melancholy humor, we find an easy nature, sati ficd ,vith the world as he found it.
Jn his collection of Olney hymns are "God moves in a mysterious way," "There is a fountain filled with blood'' and "O for a
clo. er walk with God," all written in a language of a personal
experience, a painful record, only too real.
( lO )

An appropriate conclu ion to a life of Cowper
from Mrs. Browning's "Cowper's Grave."

1·

a quotation

"And now, what time ye all may read through dirnu1ing tears bis story,
How di~conl nn the music fe ll, aud darkness on the glo1-y,
And how, when one byonesweetsound:-and wamleringlightsdeparted,
He bore no less a loving face because so brok en-hearted."

M. 0. N.

AN ORIGINAL.

Does a perp(mdicular stand on its foot .'<'
And when is a straight line basd
Is it worse to be a plane fig ure
Or a draft with a very plain fare?

If a=2, aud b= 3
The Va'b is ab - surd,Ancl if that is wrong, is it r adically wroug?
Or is it just wrong by a word?
Can you get an irrational answer
If you work in a rational way?
If your teeth all bad imaginary roots,
I wonder if they would D K?
1f you halve a line, aud halve it again,
Oh which is the better half?
If a curve is queer in its turns and twists ,
Is it then a "funny-grapllt"

If you spe nd l,5 and haven't a dime,
It means that you're minus sense:
If extremes are mean and means are extreme,
,Oh. what of the consequents!
M.A. C.
( 11 )

A VISIT TO PIKE'S PEAK
AND THE GARDEN OF THE GODS,
HE end of many a trip, and the special object 0£ many a '.
top-over of travelers in the middle west, are Pike's Peak
and the Garden of the Gods. A two days' stay at
Colorado Springs on returning from Seattle last summer gave me
an opportunity of seeing these two most prominent environing ·
attractions of this Saratoga of the Rockies.
The ascending of Pike's Peak first occupied my attention. In
1806 Major Zebulon Pike, at the head of a small exploring party
of United States soldiers, after a fatiguing ten days' march, from
the time that he sighted the mountain until he reached its base,
made a vigorous attempt to go to the top, but after much exhausting effort failed to do so, and thereupon declared, with the
forceful emphasis of the daring soldier that he was, that no human
being could climb to the top of this rough and rugged mountain.
But when, in the fifties, Pike's Peak became the center of a
great and prolific gold field, the mountain soon had many climbers,
and now its pinnacle is easily ac-cessible to the traveling public.
Many ambitious pedestrians, women as well as men, go afoot to
the top, making the nine mile climb in two or three days-a six
year old girl climbed to the top a few months ago; many others
go up on burros; the trip, which is arranged for a sunrise v.iew
from the top, requiri11g two days, But the most popular way of
making the ascent is by rail, over the Manitou and Pike's Peak
Railway-"the Cogwheel Route." I went up by rail.
The cost of going a-foot to the top is the fatiguing exertion
required, aad many costly stop-overs at the ac.commodating
mountain restaurants and lodging plac~ on the way; burro-riding ·
up costs the rider three dollars, with hot coffee at one and another
of the mountain restaurants thrown in; and the round trip by rail
cost~ five dollars, or nearly twenty-eight cents a mile. During ·
the "season," which lasts for about six months, from ten to sixteen carloads of fifty people each ascend the peak daily.
This railroad which was completed in 188o, and cost about a .
million dollars, is a marvel 0£ engineering ikill. The average ~

T
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grade of the roadbed is 16 per cent., and the greatest grade, that
of a stretch two miles long, is 25 per cent. The six locomotives
comprising the power equipment, are four cylinder vanclain
engines of 300 horse power each, and each carries a steam pressure of 200 pounds. The run to the top is made in an hour and
a half.
Some of the interesting objects pointed out by the guide during
this ascent are Esbro Falls, Hanging Rock, Minnehaha Falls.,
Grand View Rock and Mount Garfield. The top, when we reached
it, was covered with a dense cloud. This soon cleared away.
however, and we had the grand view that can be had only from
the Pinnacle of Pike's Peak. From this monument of the continent, this "sentinel which stands in rugged majesty," 6o,ooo square
miles of the earth's surface may be seen. A thousand towering
peaks came into view to the west; to the east is seen an immense
ocean-like plain and to the north and south an infinite variety
of uplifts and mountain vistas.
Those of us who did not have overcoats with us or did not rent
them from the car porter, felt it necessary to button our single
coats more closely than usual while at the top, and those who felt
the chill most keenly warmed themselves for a time by the hot
stove in the Summit House. The date was the middle of August.
The hour interval between the times of our arriving and departing was spent mainly in seeing distant sights, the farthest ones
fully 150 miles away, clambering over the rocks, making snow
balls, and collecting geological specimens. The flattened top has
an area of about forty acres. A pretty and interesting souvenir
of the trip was a bunch of Pike's Peak forget-me-nots gathered
near the summit.
The altitude of Pike's Peak as given in unrevised books •i s
14,147 feet. These figures have for several years been known to
be incorrect, and the matter of its exact altitude has been £or· a
long time in dispute. This was determined about a year ago
by the U. S. Geological Survey to be 14,109 feet, and a tab-let
stating this fact has been placed upon the summit. Two other
tablets are there, one Masonic and in the shape of a triangle; and
the other a memorial to Lieutenant Pike. The average barometer
reading at the top is 17 inches, and water boils there at 1,.84
degrees F.
( 13 )

·T he b:.iildi11g of the R '.; ic. wa: one of the 0 -r :i t st mcn111t~tin
m ak in~· c ff rts i11 g;eol ;;·ical histo ry. But a comparatively quiet
fea ture of the woi-k i a sociated ·w ith this subject. A great
mountain uplift, known as Pront Range, ri es 0 ·tadi1ally from the
broke n plate;m spread out to the east of the city of Denver; and
• . one of the fine views seen from this city. To the south this
r.in ;·e i. broken into many hort range and pc:1.k , among which
the So t rh !'latte flows on , to the kirtina plains; and ju t nprth
oi lfa• c ily of P ueblo on the A rlrnnsas the uplift ri c uclclcnly
inti l 'i ke·s l\ :tk, Th e p lat ·~m s a n d oth er lower k\'cl arc some
of th features tha t remain after centuries of denuding action
upon 11:1. turc·s r ugh-hewn work, but Pike's Pe:1k, armored with
endurin g gra nit and other hard ro 1.: , has with toad the wear
of tli · ce nturi es a nd stands in hold relief a one of the mo t
c.ndu ri 111.{ gc;:r; lu gi1·al n om1m nls of the worlLl.
, \ . li rt \\ a1k fr om t h e r:1 il w ay sta tion at the base 0f Pike's
Pea k h n> Li !Yl1t rne to the ma in ntranc to the Garden of the
C"ni cl s : and a six mile walk in this world famous place gave me
a ~rnnd OlJ!) ,1 t LI n it)· of scei ng· it. 111;:rn y ro k- ,Yorn wonders . Here
e.a,c;il y-,, o rn rod : , blown upon vigorou. ly by winds heaYily laden
ith . a nd for, it may be a thou and centuries 1 have been haped
t]1 (' stran g e rock-forms that the geologies so interestingly
J)id,;n:
r\~~l itn_~·.- tremendous sand -blasting here may ea ily have
u!-rnc~, kd, ,, the book tell us they did , the iclca of our sand-bl a t
p ro cess in makin°· ..,.round glas .
~~o m c o f r1 1e "nncl-worn rock that are h1own by special n a mes
arc : Bal a nr nd rock, an irregular ma
that would weigh about
590 to n s , slanding on n very s mall ba se;· The Buffaloe ; D o nkey.
i~. in g ; Three Graces;
athedral Rock; Sentinel Rock; and
Li o ns ,11 ;, rding the Gateway. The place contain a fine bed of
yps um, f . pecimcns from which souvenir carvers, stationed at
one place and another along the road, were making and selliui;·
their interesting ware . The Garden of the God contains about
T. R. F..
&,ooo a cr . , ~u,d belongs to p·ri\·ate owner .
in ( P
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Ci ROUP

FROM

CLOVERLEAF

SOMETHING LEARNED IN THE COLLEGE COURSE:
THE VALUE OF BEING SYSTEMATIC.

I

N this day of wonderful invention, rapid accum11latio:1 of
wealth, this day of hurrying, pushing, grasping masses and
of overworked specialists, it seems to the casual onlooker
that ever) thing is done in a day. He sees only the result of the
years of careful and painful development. True it is that he may
step into a factory and without walking a hundred yards see
ragged edo-ed strips of leather made into finished shoes. He may
see them made at the rate of a pair a minute, but unless he knows
something of the history of hoe factories it is not likely that he
will think of more than the ease and speed of production. He will
not think of the lono- years in which the industry has been
de;;eloping nor will he realize how dependent this speed of production is upon systematic work. A few idlers in one department
will slacken the speed of the entire factory. Each worker is a
cog in the ·w hole factory wheel. So it is to a more or less degree
in all of the modern industries. The wonderful development and
efficiency in modern industries has been made possible only by
the development of system and by invention; by the development
of system in every department and in the whole.
The same is true in the great educational institutions. The
whole institution is a great educational system and the effi_ciency
of the whole and of each unit is dependent upon system. System
is the fundamental principle upon which the success of the whole
depends. It is only by the regular and systematic work of each
unit that it is possible for the whole to work harmoniously and
successfully. Thus it becomes each student's duty as well as his
privilege to attend classes regularly, a cog in the great educational
wheel.
The benefit of regular attendance and systematic work to the
student himself are two-fold: the present advantages and those
of the future. It is natural to find in regular work a satisfaction
and a pleasure that is entirely lost if the work is neglected or carelessl y clone. This state of mind of youthful satisfaction is essential
( 15)

to the proper growth and development of the student, and anything preventing such a state of mind is detrimental to the interests
0£ the student. He also finds in the commendations of his in·
structors and fellow students an answer to the happy satisfaction
speaking within himself, a reward both from without and from
within. Furthermore, the present rewards are not all: instead,
the benefits accumulate in interest and compound interest as time
goes on. The careful and industrious habits formed are found
productive of a further capital of knowledge and strength which
also produces interest. Good as well as bad habits grow steadily,
and with a little attention, grow rapidly into a wealth of personal
worth that is in itself success.
The great difficulty is found in the first small accumulation. It
is in the gathering of the first few, from the wide field of habits
that the young student needs the aid of the experienced hand to
help him in choosing only the good. The young student who is
hurried and forced, instead of helped, will in his natural eagerness
to accumulate, gather good and bad alike; with the result of a
loose life; a life of irregular habits, without systematic work or
definite purpose. He will not have a time for each thing nor a
thing for each time, but will be drawn into a whirlpool of contending interests where his life will be wasted in a hopeless struggle. He will find it impossible to gather into a harmonious life,
habits and interests that lead to different ends.
R. S. T.

CHARLES LAMB AS A DRAMATIST,
harles Lamb, who lived in the last quarter of the eighteenth and
the fiirst quarter of the nineteenth century, is better known as
an essayist and critic than a, a dramatist. His own life was
more of a tragedy than any that he ever wrote, but he did 11ot
thrust the tragic part of his life upon the public. He was remarkable for his gentle, sweet and lovable disposition. His whole life
was a continuous struggle against poverty, sickness and that
worst of all disea~es, insanity, with whjich his family was threatened
but by valiant fighting, Charles was able to ward it off. He
devoted thirty-eight years of his life to his sister and was able
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to keep her with him except at times in which the malady seized
her and then it became necessary for her to go to an asylum.
Charles Lamb was an ardent admirer and imitator of Shakespeare. To succeed in writing dramas was Lamb's dearest dream;
but no high degree of success was ever granted him. He was not
satisfied if his friends merely liked a play of his; they were
expected to use some stronger term of appreciation. Once, in
speaking of a certain scene to a friend he said, "Love me, love
that scene."
Lamb is said to have discovered and restored the sixteenth
century drama. His own dramas resemble those of the sixteenth
century more than those of either earlier or later periods. He
awakened an interest in the Elizabethan drama by publishing
"Specimens of English Dramatic Poets Contemporary with
Shakespeare."
Charles Lamb's dramas were among the first of his literary
productions. '·J o bn \\:o och·ili c" appeared in 1799, and "The
·w itch" was a part of it. "Mr. H-" was written in 1806. "The
Wife's Trial" and 'The Pawnbroker's Daughter" were not published until 1828 and 1830 respectively, but they were written
several years ear,lier.
''John Woodville," his first play, was written when he was twentyfour years of age. One is forcibly reminded of "As You Like It"
in many scenes. He probably unconsciously imitated Shakespeare.
Lamb was so imbued with the spirit of his plays and was so
jmpressed by his words and phrases that he reproduced them in his
own plays. To illustrate the similarity of incident; one of the
chief characters, Sir Walter \.Voodville, finds it necessary, in order
to preserve his own life, to live with one of his sons in Sherwood
forest. His dissolute son John, who corresponds to Duke Frederick in "As You Like It," lives at home in wealth and ease. The
heroine, Margaret, dons the apparel of a youth and escapes from
the ill-treatment of her guardian's hou ehold by also fleeing to the
forest to be under the protection of her guardian. One could
easily imagine Margaret were Rosalind, and the old steward is
imilar to the gardener in "As You Like It." One feels on reading this drama that Lamb is not portraying character from
Nature or from hi s own experi ence of life but from characters
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which have been created by authors, especially Shakespeare.
This pa sag from John Woodville beginning,
· I• air death hall be my doom, and foul life his,
Till th en, will live as free in this green forest,
As yo nder deer, who roam unfearing treason;
Who . eem the aboriginies of rhis place,
r , herwoocl theirs by tenure,"
i, si milar to Act TT, Scene I in "As You Like It," beginning,
"Are not th e. e wo ods more free from peril than the envious
co unt, " etc. Lamb ob erves the classic unities fairly well. The
scene merely changes from the man i.on of Sir \i\Talter \tVoodville
to Sher vood forest. The space of time which the play covers
is · ha rt. The ·haracters do not change in age perceptibly.
Lamb doe n t bring- in a large numb er of characters, and carries
o n no sub-p lots. The greater part of the play is written in blank
verse but a few prose passages are in serted , which is a loss to the
tyle. There ·eems to be no distinct purpose or moral to the play.
It sc '111 a little unfair to c mpare Lamb to the greatest dramatist
and yet bis play seem a so rt of reflection of Shake peare as
imi lar and a im p r: ct perhaps a a hadow i to a real person.
Lamb wo rked ·ixtccn mouths on ''John Woodville' but it was
never presented on th stage. T hi was fortunate no doubt for
th e theater-goers of tlie ti me we re not in sy mpathy with Lamb in
hi · dcv tion to and imital io11 of sixtee nth century authors. Some
critic. of Lamb'
wn Lim e fa il ed to find a ny value whatever in
his plays. But an author' ow n co ntempo raries are hardly ever
abl e to get a ri ght perspectiv e of hi s work , and are nearly always
to o ·evere in their cri ti ism or too lavish in their praise. Later
critics have been able to make ome very favorable critici sm.
"Jo hn \¥ oodville" was written under the most trying circumstanc ' S, for Lamb ;ind his sister were traveling in search of
health and were very much in need of money. "The \Vitch'' was
former ly a part of "John \:Voodv ill e," but was omitted at the time
Lamb prepared a seco nd copy for the manager of Drury Lane
Theater. ''The Witch" is a dramatic sketch of the seventeenth
century.
"l\1 r. H-" is a farce in two acts. It was performed in Drury
Lane T heater in 1806 and although it was loudly applauded during
th first part th e people bi s ed before it was finished. There was
( 18 )
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not plot euough to merit -;o prct~ntio,1 · a :etting. Lamb realizc<I
it was a failure as soon as he saw il played and although the
man;iger wi hed to give it an c ther tl'ial, Lamb would JJ o t allow it
to be played ag:1i11.
Two bter pl ay. , "Tl,e \ \' ifc:':s Trial" an l "The l a\\·nlJn)kcr's
Dau~htcr,'' "ere nc n ~r a cce pted by rna11a g·er ·. There is ;i .decided
impro,ement hm, e \Cr in these pl a_ . •> \ Cr the first two. The
author sho,Y s 111 0 :-c know!edge of re:11 life al fir:t hand. The
character - arc created of l1csh and blo o d and do no l:\C 111 like:
mere wax figures s~rying and doing only ,,·hat they are. ~t0,l<iL Lamb
. hovYS greater fini.-h ~mt! tcdlllique. --Th \Vife's Trda1'' was ba~d
on l\fr. -rabb's play, "The ' onfida11t.'
"John \Vooclville" is for the most part writte£!1 in blank crse
with a few prose passage . Mr. H-" is ,.v ritten wholly in prose.
''The \tVife's Trial '. is written in blank ycrse and ·'The Pawnbroker's Daughter'' is written in prose.
Lamb is fond of makin°· plays on words, especially in ''Mr. H-...
Old farms such as ha st, ,,·ilt, etc., are much to his liking. His
sense of humor is ympathctic a well a keen and clelicale. Lamo
is entirel: devoid of affectation or conceit. He was not in sympathy with the spirit of revolt which wa so strong in both B yron
and Shelley. Among Lamb' prologu , the one to "•1'.lr. H-11 -is
co1ri<lered the be t. Among the epilogt.1c- are those to Goodwin's
1
' Faulkner,'' an~l
Ken Ile_,· s J it: bt1) r ancl c· redito:c:'' .The prologues
and epilogues were not uccessful. They are unnatural and imitative. He never seems to unite them clo ely enough to the play to
make them a necc sary part of it; and the plays are better without
them. None of Lamb's plays were ever acted successfully. Macdonald sar in his note , that the main facts we get from a tudy
of Lamb's efforts to write for the stage are, an undoubted incapacity, a lifelong- ambition , or at least desire, and a con. i t nt failure. He lacked qualities of mind that are necessary for a dramatist
and the o-ifts which made him an incomparable essayist and critic
stood in his way when he approached the stage.
M. L. B.
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A FRESHMAN'S INTRODUCTION.
Y first day in college is one I'll never forget.

How gre~n
I was and how strange everything seemed. I remember
jumping off the car at the station and starting across the
campus, grip Ill hand, for th_e dean's office, feeling very much
grown up and trying to be impressed with the "college atmosWl.e re/-'. of which I had heard so much. I had proceeded perhaps
half way across when I heard some one shout, "Shorten up that
stride, fres-h ," and turned to find half a dozen fellows coming out
of, a near-by dormitory.
I did a requested. Then they made me turn my coat inside out
and put it on, jam my hat down over my ears, and this being
icompleted to their satisfaction, we set off across the campus
together, I keepir1g time to a tune whistled by my captors. And
tbe remarks passed c>r.1 my appearance! Up to that time I had
thought that I cut a pretty good figure. According to them I was
dressed lil c a sport in the styles of a decade past. This was my
:first experience in the hazing line and, not being inconvenienced
or put out by it, I rather enjoyed it. What I couldn't understand
;is, how they spotted me so quickly as a "fresh." I know now
a~<l can pick out a new arrival as easily as anyone. There is something different and unfamiliar in his air, that gives him away at
once.
That eve11ing, as I was unpacking in my bedroom in the freshman dormitory, my room-mate doing the same in his, I heard a
timid knock on the door. As I started to open it the door was
burled back, I with it, and a regular mob of about fifty sophs
crowded into the room. They had seen our light from the street
and had quietly a sembled in the corridor outside until their
leader came.
'The leader arriving, we were stood upon a desk and put through
a most wonderful course of sprouts. We told our histories and
gave our school yells, singly and in competition to see who could
o it louder. We played cookoo, one of us under the desk, and
t h-e other on top with a pillow with which he had to hit the fellow
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'below when that unfortunate stuck out his head and bawled
''cuckoo. " Mcamvhil e number two on the desk top was touched
up with several length s of rnbber hose.
:Nothing we did was worth a row of hucks. "e learned just
what miserable, insignificant, good-for-nothing, unoriginal, knownothings we \Vere. We scrambled like eggs, broke like waves,
rowed races with toothpicks, kissed each other while jumping
in the air and did all the conventional stunts. I rather enjoyed
it, but it was hard to keep from laughililg, and every time one of
us laughed he had to ''Wipe that smile off, Fresh'' on the carpet
and begin all over again. My co-sufferer and I tried hard to please,
with the result that the crowd soon tired of us, especially when
they found that we were not going to give them any trouble;
so, after one more race across the Aoor each with a penny under
his nose, we were told to sing.
Now, my room-mate and I had several little ditties which we
thought were rendered in a very creditable manner. We started
off with "Smarty," expecting a word of applause at the end. Much
to dur surprise a fearful yell broke up the performance. After about
-two words, cries of "Choke 'em," "Hold up there, Fresh," "What
rot," "Who taught you to sing'' and uch like assailed us, as the
mob fottght to get out of the room. Our song evidently grated
on their tender nerves.
vVhen they were all out our bottled-up spirits broke loose and
we almost had hysterics. It had been quite an experience to two
"mamas' darlings," but it made us feel at home. Already we were
-on the road to becoming "collerre men."
M. B.

ANGLO SAXON POETRY,
O understand the beginning of literature in the history of
our race it is necessary to understand the times out of
which it grew and the people who produced it. At first
thought it might seem strange that the beginning of all literature
should be in verse-that difficult mode of expression. But a study
{)f the subject makes clear the perfect naturalness of the verse and
its origin. Perhaps it will also awaken in us a new admiration.
for these early ancestors of the great Engli h race and its literature.
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T h(' A. n~les an<l ·axons, the peoples who gave th~ nam~ to
this po try bclon_o_ed to the Teutonic tribes which history first
record s as inhabiting pa1·t of the Dani . h penin ula and the !,•wer
.coast re : r ions of Germany bordering on the North Sea. Following
the Jute , they miorratecl to England in the latter part of the
fifth c ntury. They were a viri le, war-like race, living much on
the storm y nqrthern ~eas, ·where they g a ined their fearless courage
and spirit of daring. The rigor of the climate, incessant wadare,
and their ·trcnuous out-of-door exi stence developed a wonderfully
sturdy and . imply virtuou race. A gloomy fatalism threaded
their religion, for they believed that Loki, the spirit of evil,
hovering oYer all like a black shadow, would eventuaJly overcome
and d evour the very gods. Thi hopeless religion was the outcom
f stern, dreary live , but it served to develop further their
courage, whi h upported them to the end, bitter as it was to the
Saxon .
J n thtir great rough halls, at night after the fighting, or the
days' adventures, the Saxon thanes and their men gathered about
the load · d table and when the feasting was over the harp
appeared. 1 o doubt some of the thar1es were skillful with the
instrument and could give their favorite songs or sing of their
own great deed . But the singing was done, mo st frequently, by
a profes ional- the
op, or gleeman. So it was that these early
poems had their origin. Their own stirring war tale or tho e of
their ancestors were the favorite topics at the day's clo. e and the
spirit called for music. Then what could be more natural than
that a killful 011 e should ing of the e micrhty deeds in the rythmical swino- of rude po etry and to their fir t wild music? The
famou deed of these people, in this wa y, came to be pre crved
in their memory in this roucrh poetic form and the scop or gleeman po . c cd the ri c hest tore.
Tt follow s that a scop would be the fir t auth o r a nd the earliest
one known is vVid ith. His poem is called " The Traveler'
ong"
and indicate that it was brouo-ht from Angleland, on the continent,
t o En""lancl , and probably date from the fourth century. " Deor's
L a ment" is a contemporary poem , rather melancholy in tone,
tellin o- the story of a superceded scop and the end of hi lonely,
d i ap1 o int d Ii fe. But th e greate ·t . ng lo axon poem is " B eowulf,'
mi me d fo r its h r o . It wa. pr babl y co rnpo . cd by th e scops who
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a<l<k<l to it as it \\ ;1s sung from year to year. J'inally, about the
eighth century, it was edited by snme monks \\'ho arranged it to
suit themselves a11d left it in its pr sent form of 3 ooo lines. The
story i. a stirring tale of rtdvcnture and the pictures of the feast
in the ~Teat halls, the clink of armor, and the flash of weapons,
the hnl\· ach·ance upon the horrible swamp 111011 · tcr. are vividly
described.
The year 597 mark ~ new era in the history of this race. By
the encl of the ye&r Aug~1sti11e had converted 10.000 axons to
the Chri tian religion . . The thought of the peovle developed in
the new channel and the poetry which directly follows this date
was purely religious in tone. Men and women devoted their live
to the study of the B.ible. Monasteries were established and filled
with religious men who studied, translated and paraphra sed pa1't
of the Bible. The glory of combat, war. and victory was not
eliminated, but Bible bi. tory and the lives of the martyrs furni hed
the literary material for thi period. The fatalism of the pa<Yatt
gave place to the faith and hope f the hristian, whi h in time
made it impress upon the charactet·, iir. t of the people and then
of their literature.
Caedmon, the first author of this period, was inspired by a
vision which bade him sing of the beginning of created things.
Hi most valued work is a paraphra e of Genesis and Exodus,
which is full of the pirit of the victoriou Teutonic race.
The seconcl and la t poet f this age. known to us, i Cyr1ewu1£,
born about 750 A. D. Unlike Caedmon, he was a gentleman, a
scholar and a traveler. His four mo t prominent works are
"Elene," '·The Chri t," "Juliana" and "The Fate of the Apostles." ·
Cynewulf delighted in ·cene of action, rigorous sea pictures and
lively description and a distingui hing characteristic is hi use of
runes to wea,,e his name into the tc · t.
The study of \nglo Saxon poetry is comparatively recent,
ince Beo,rnl f th · grca tc t of the ' axon poems, was not discoYcrc l till 1822, ,._,·hen Dr. Blume, a G rman professor of law,
found the ··Vcrcelli B ok, ' a volume of Anglo axon literature, in
a mona stery at \ ercelli, Italy.
T be •· Exeter Book," containing many valuable manuscript , was
c eposit ccl in Exeter Cathedral in rn50 A. D. by Bi hop Leofric. In
th e tim e of H enry VIII, at the dissolution of the monasteries,
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many valuable m:rn usc ript were destroyed or used for book
binding. Part of "Waldhcre" was discovered as a book binding in
1860. The study of Saxon poetry is steadily increasing in popularity an<l well repays the time given to it, as anything so vitally
connected with the early development of our race cannot fail
to do.
E. C. McQ.

~
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THE NEW KNOWLES HALL

HE new building which will replace Knowles Hall, and
which is expected to be ready for use by the beginning
of next year, will stand between Cloverleaf Cottage and
. Lakeside Cottage, facing the Esplanade and Carnegie HatL It
will be similar in style to Carnegie Hall and will be built of the
ame material , white sand lime brick with red tile roof. It will
be about one-third larger than Carnegie Hall. It will contain on
the ground floor an office for the professor of Natural Science,
five recitation and lecture rooms, two chemical laboratories, and
three rooms for apparatus etc. Tn the basement. though almo ·t
entirely above ground. will be the large physical laboratory and
a pparatu s room s, be_ide tore rooms, the furnace and fuel rooms.
The second floor will be devoted ultimately to a' Museum of
Natural Hi tory and to a biological and bacteriological laboratory,
with the work rooms and store rooms properly belonging to these;
temporarily this floor will be used as an auditorium and for the
accommodation of the business school.
The lecture rooms and laboratories will be equipped with all
the nccc ary apparatu s for scientific instruction and researchcombu tion furnace , analytical balances burettes, distilling apparatu , crucibles, electrical apparatus, telescopes, microscopes, spectroscope , stereopticons, maps, charts, anatomical models, skeletons and the like-all of which will be new and of the best quality.
One of the lecture rooms will have a sloping floor and apparatus
for darkening the windows, so as to permit the use of the stereopticon during the day time. The building will be practically
fire-proof and will be heated by steam.
The building will add greatly to the working facilities of the
~allege, and may be expected to arouse a greater enthusiasm for
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scicntifi r; study on the part of the students than they have felt
hitherto.
The money for the new building was contributed chiefly by Mr_
Andrew Carnegie. In order to meet the conditions of this gift,
President Blackman has recently raised somewhat more thah $25,000 for the permanent endowment fund of the college. Some forty
people have contributed to this amount, those who have given
$1,000· or more being l\fessrs. Comstock, Dommerick, Laughlin,
Lyman and Morse, members of the Board of Trustees; the family
of Mr. W. W. Cummer, a trustee who recently died; and Mrs.
Frederick Billings, of New York ; Mr. E. A. Saunders, of South
Bend, Ind.; Mr. W. H. N ichols, of New York; Mr. H. A. Wilder,
of Boston, and ''A Fri end." The largest gift was that of Mr.
James Laughlin, Jr., of Pittsburgh and Zellwood, amounting to
$5,000. l\Ir. Laughlin and Mr. Morse were elected members of
the Board of Trustees at its last annual meeting.

HALLEY'S COMET.
HE appearance 0£ Halley's comet again after an absence of
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seventy-five years has excited a great deal of interest
among a11 astronomers. A very few are living now who
have the rare opportunity of seeing it for the second time.
This comet was first seen in the year I I B. C., but for many
years its motion was not understood and no one thought that it
' was a periodic visitor returning at fixed intervals. It was the simi ...
larity between the great comets reported to have appeared in 1305,
1380, 1456, 1532, 16o7 and 168.2 which enabled Halley to discover
the periodicity.
In 1682 the comet came to us from regions high above the plane
of the ecliptic, plunging down toward the sun with amazing velocity. For a time it was lost to the sight, then it could be seen as
it emerged from the sun's rays extending to a distance 0£ many
million miles.
In ancient and mediaeval times the Greeks and Romans thought
the appearance of Halley's comet was a bad omen. It blazed in
the sky when the Turks threatened to overrun Europe in 1456,
and when the Reformation was at its height in 1531. The Saxons
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were struck with terror in 1066 when the battle of Hastings was
fought between LI arold awJ William of Normandy. The head
wa ·aid to look as large as a full moon, while the tail became
very large and wonderfully long. Dut Johann Kepler, a great
ennan astronomer. after laboring for twenty-five years, discovered and proved the laws of planetary motion and laid the
foundation of our exact knowledge of the heavens, thus putting
an encl to thi , ancient superstition.
Astronomers predict that the comet will be very large and of
surpa ing beauty. Its brilliancy, however, will depend upon two
factors, its di tance from the sun and its distance from the earth.
On April 20th the comet was nearer the sun, but after that date
it will come nearer and nearer to the earth until on May the 18th
it will be visible to the naked eye. To observers it will be most
brilliant between that elate i,md May the 21st. The tail of the comet
is supposed to be about forty-five degrees in length, extending
over a space equivalent to half the distance from the horizon to
the zenith. 1t is not probable that the comet will remain visible to
the naked eye beyond the first of July, but with the telescope it
will be seen till nearly the end of the year.
E. B.

THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL.
IGHT after the foot ball season ended last fall. rumors
floated about the campus that we were going to have a
minstrel show this year. The fellows got together, talked
and talked as fellows will, formulated a few plans, and proceeded
to carry them out with the result that upon March eighth we
gave our first performance in Lyman Gynrnasium.
That the show was a success both from a financial point and
from one of production is an accepted fact. Jokes, that were
jokes. caused much laughter at the expense of the faculty to
whom we now almost apologize. Bright, snappy music was
g iven in song and dance to the appreciation of every one. Mrs.
\,Ville Drennen Russell and Walter Drennen very kindly consented to help us and materially strengthened the programme.
On March eleventh the show was given in Orlando where we
played to a larger and a more enthusisastic audience. N ewspape.r
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repor ts cred it us ..vi th th e be t amateur per fo rm a nce ever given in
th eir cily .
Th e uccess of t he previo us shows ca u ed us to try th e to wn of
Sun fo rd where we played on M arch eig hteenth. Here we were
not beam ed upo n by fortun e as our expenses slightly overshadowed
th e rece ipts. T he lack of loyalty and support in the "Celery City"
is accounted fo r by "The Commercial Club" banquet which unfo rtun a tely fe ll upo n the same nig ht as our show. ''This ends the
L ay of the M in strel," whose pro g ramme in a11 three places was
as fo ll ows;
SCltN}t CN COONTOWN SOCUL CLUB

E asy .M a rk ......... . . .. . . .. . . . . .... . . .. . . . .. ... R. A . Barn es
La.zcrus . , , .. . . . .......... . . . .... .. . . . .. . .... .. . . .. L . R. Fort
Israel ... . .. ... . . . • ... . . ... . ... . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. ... ... . C. Ruch
Pewee ...... . . ... . .... .. . . .. . . . . ...... . . ... .. . .. . C. A. Noone
Opeuiu~ Chorus .. . . .. ... ... . . .... ... .... . ... ... . Rollins Song
a.ong : ' 'Lyda, Won't You Stop Your :Fooling?" . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pewee and Lazerus
" Do Your Duty, Doctor 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • •• •• • Laze ru'i
" Cubanola Glide 11 • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • ••• • •• • • • • • •. . .• • . . . . Pe wee
•• We ' ll Wait, Wait, Wait " ....... ........... .. Foxy Blackm a n
"Out On The Deep 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter Drennen
"Ob! What I Know About You" . ......... .. .. .. . . .... Israel
"How Do You Like Your Oysters?" . . .. ... . . Mary Polhemus
"' ' Freshl!n Up The Label' ' . . . . . ... .... . .. . . . . . . .. . .... Pewee
••Dixie" .. . . ... . . . .. ...... ...... . ... . .. .. . .. . ... . . . . Chorus

II.
P ianologue ............... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. Wille Drennen Russell
III.
•• ~lo '' ........ .. . . . ... .. . . .. . ... .. ... . , . ... . . . ,., .. C Topp
IV.
SCHOOLROOM SCE NE

' ' Schoolmaste r Wi seacre ' 1 . .. . • • • . •.. •• • • •.• . .. . R. A. Ba rnes
"Domin ic Pigs" ..... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . John La Montagne
11
Ezekiat Eata pie " . ... . . . ........ . . . ....... ... . . Jesse Heard
"Jimmy Wise" . .. .. . . ..... , . . . .. .. . .. . . . ..... . . . R . Twitch ell
" Willie Battin " . ........ .. . . , . . ...... . ... . .. . ... C. Twitch ell
" Piano Forte" .... .... . . . .. . . . . ...... . . ... . ... . C. A . N oone
Orchestra Selection

V.
CAMP SCJCME QUARTRTT.8

" We've Come Tonight" . .... Pins, Doc , Bud and Buck
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" 'fhe Dinkey Line "
" Oh ! Lord Jeffery Ro1Jinc; "
Solo: 'Moon. Moon, Moon" .
. . .. ...... ... . .. ... . Pina
"Meet Me On The Boardwal~, Dearie"
"1. \Vant You "
L1meri<·k~ . ............ . ... .. .......... ..... . . . . . . . . . . ... . Bud
" Verily l ~ay Unto You"
" We're G<?in~ To The Hamburg Show"
S lo; " Foolish Questions'' ........ . .... . .... ..... , ..... Doc
"Closing Chorus"
C11 rter at11l Clar~:, Electrician anrl Stage Manager.

FROM SPANISH LIFE.
laborer out of \\'Ork came to the highroad determined to·
rob the first person he met. This was a man with a
wagon. The laborer bade him halt and demanded his
money. ·' Here are thirty dollars, all that I have," the detained·
man replied . "There is nothing left for me but robbery, tny
family are dying of hunger," the aggressor said apologetically, .
and proceeded to put the money in his pocket. But as he did so
his mind changed. "Take this, chico," he said, handing back
twenty-nine dollars, "one is enough for me." Would you like
anything I have in the cart?" asked the wagoner, impressed by
this generosity. "Yes," said the man, " take this dollar back, too,
I had better have some rice and beans." The wagoner handed
over a bag of eatables and then held out five dollars, which, however, the laborer refused. "Take them for luck-money," said the
wagoner, "I owe you that." And only so was the would-be robber·
persuaded to accept.
This authentic story is characteristic of the mixture of impulses
in the Spani h temperament.
- F. A. R.

A

GREAT SCOTT!
If Jvanhoed the bonny brae,
And Anthelstaned his tunic new,
If Friar Tucked the food away,
Pray what, oh what, did Roderick Dhu?

-Exchange.
(~)

ALMA MATER,
Oh, Rollins! Alma Mater dear!
We love thy quiet hall ·,
By sweet Virginia's shining mere,
A joy that never palls.
The sunlight sparkles on thy strand,
With ever changing sheen.
The dewdrops deck the verdant land
Like jewels fair, I ween.
But richer far may homage come
From those whom thou dost rear
To win from life its highe:n prize
In far land or in near.
The years may come, the years may . go,
With all their freight of care,
With anxious toil, or bitter woe
\Vhich each young heart must bear.
'k

r

But often in the breast there rings
The song of happy youth,
Like chords from fairy harper·s strings,
To drown our grief and ruth.

,l

\
Then hail to thee, our Mother dear,
·May Fortune bless thee well,
We bid thee reign without a peer,
Anc.1 all thy prai e we'l) tell.

. ,,. ;
E. M. H.

(~ )

KNOWLES HALL FIRS.
ET WEEN two and three o'clock on the night 0£ December 2nd. th e stud nt. ,, ere a roused by cries of fire that
brought them in a rush from the different dormitories to
the red 111as of flames already enveloping Knowles Hall.
At a glance even the first few who reached the building saw
the uselessness of a11 attempt to save it and turned their efforts to
savino- whatever property they could carry to safety.
While the bright gh1rc shown upon the accumulation of students, and before any serious work could be done, the fire had
leaped from room to room. The building had become a fierce,
6ery ma s surrounded by the st ill erect walls.
The two largest hose had been connected and the two streams
of water Jost themselve in the den e flames. The heat was so
terrific that it 0011 became evident that Pinehurst was on the
verge of catching fire. One could hear the breaking of its
windows an<l see the terrified students throwing their trunks out
of the third story windows.
Knowle was left to its fate ~tnd the ho es turned on the scorching sides of Pinehurst. Steam rose with a hiss. Some of the
boys got out two more hose from in side the building. With one
of the e a few fellows perched at the gables. kept a constant
stream on the roof. The other was u eel on the smoking porch
where the greate t danger was. Even this stream and the heavy
one from below scarcely sufficed to keep that part from burn-

B

i,ng.
The sides of Knowles facing Pinehurst now gave way and
fell outward in a burning heap, almost striking those who were
managing the hose between the buildings.
It now became a con tant, vigilant effort to keep the sides of the
dormitory running \•vith water.
For an hour and a half this was done with a tireless college
spirit. Every practical suggestion was put into operation with
a will. Two or three fellows were ready when one was needed
and in fact all were necessary to keep the fire from spreading.
( ;IQ )

It was with inexpressable thanks that we saw the abating flames
of the doomed study hall.
It seems that the first person to see the fire in Knowles was
one of the negroes who worked in the dining hall. He yelled
and threw bricks at Pinehurst to wake the boys.
Little was saved. The building had caught and burned in a
remarkably short time.
In one respect fortune aided us from the fact that there was
absolutely no wind. In case only a slight breeze had been blowing
from the north, Pinehurst and even Chase Hall would undoubtedly
have been lost.
The water system worked perfectly. A high pressure was kept
up by the engines with four hose running and broken pipes in the
burning building.
It is stimated that the value of Knowles was $12,000, of which
$7,000 was covered by insurance. This . included $4,000 of\
laboratory apparatus all of which was destroyed.
It is with a feeling of bereavement that the former students
will turn back to the recollections of Knowles Hall but although
~ loss keenly felt at present it will be replaced to the future
students by ·a beautiful science hall bearing the name of its
predecessors.

ECCENTRICITIES OF GENIUS,
~carcely a day goes by without the discovery of some new
eccentricity in men of genius.
Only lately it was learned that Socrates refused to wear
suspenders.
Clopatra considered a pince-nez to be an affectation.
Dr. Johnson never recommended pumps, even for young men
with water on the brain.
Isaac Watts had an inveterate prejudice against telephones-at
least, he never used them.
Charlemagne never stole, borrowed, or lent an umbrella in his

life.
Jenny Lind disliked aeroplanes.
Cicero considered watch-fobs to be unlucky omens.
Our own Ben Franklin, in later life. refused resolutely to ride
in either a trolley car or a "taxi."-The Pennsylvania Punch Bowl.
( 31 )
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The Sandspur appears for the ----time. Could anyone be
so cruel, so sacriligious, as to laugh at this time-honored formula~
There is nothing new under the sun, so let us fill the blank with
sixteen and let it go at that.
In the early part of the year the college met with a severe disaster in the destructio11 of Knowles Hall by fire. The greatest
loss was that of Dr. Baker, for not only the science apparattH hut
much of his personal property and collections representing the
work of thirty years were destroyed. Severe as was the shock
however, school was not discontinued for a single day.
Already we are looking forward to a new -;cien-.:~ l;aJi whi('h,
when built, will serve for many purposes other than science. This
is an event in the history of Rollins for it means greater ;lussihilities, a widened horizon, and the beginning of a new era for. our
college.
We hope that the athletic life in our Florida colleges will
change its requirements to those adopted by the larger colleges,
where the amateur alone is allowed to play on the gridiron. A
( 32)

certain academic standard must be attained and an attendance of
one school year at the institution is generally req!iired. If
these requirements were adopted by Florida colleges there would
be more ambition and loyalty among its student body and a proper
place given to its athletics.
At ·w ashington just now and all over the country men are
working to preserve the forests. Such work touches vitally our
O\vn tate.
The pine forests of Florida ar~ being- rapidly ~wept
away. vVorst of all there is no effort made to replace them. 'The
condition of the Chinese Empire points a bitter moral to the tale.
Let .rloricla save her trees.
~ince last the S:rndspur appeared, two things of world-wide
interest ha,·e occurred. The north pole, so long and daringly
sought, was reached and a flag, our flag, placed above it. Of no
practical vake, in all likelihood, yet there is still something
splendid 111 the heroism of the explorers that compells our admir:ition. ·w hoever found the pole matters little. Surely "there is
glory enough for all." Then, too, the conquest of the air, from a
mere dream has become a fact. Man has, at length, added the air to
his dominion and America may well be proud of her pioneers
among the man-birds; Curtis and the Wrights have won international and enduring fame.

Mark Twain is dead. For fifty years he has scattered sunshine
over all the world. A man of keen intellect, a friend of all the
world, "a' fellow of infinite mirth," his death brings with it a
sense of personal loss to us all, even to those who have never seen
his face. He died as he had lived, gladly, his death being
hastened by that of his daughter earlier in the winter. It is hard
to judge the dead but surely no man ever lived better loved or
more admired. Thus at least we may say the world of letters
has lost one of its leaders, the world at large a friend.
May the simple lines he placed over the grave of the "Lovely
lady with the dark hair,' be his epitaph as well as hers:
"vVarm summer sun, shine kindly here;
Warm southern wind blow softly here;
Green sod above, lie li 0 -ht, lie light;
Good night, dear heart, good night."
( :~:~ )

NEWS NOTES,
Cupid seems to have been extremely active during the last year
and as a result we have several marriages to chronicle.
Early in June we were surprised by the marriage of two of
our recent faculty members, Mr. Eric Schjoth Palmer and Miss
Helen Y-atherine O'Neal. The marriage occurred in Cincinnatit
Ohio, and the next day they went to Belpre, Ohio, to spend their
honeymoon. They are now in
,ew Brunswick, 1 ew Jerseyt
where Professor Palmer has the assistant mathematics professor·hip in Ruto-cr·s· College.
June saw another wedding. On the thirty-first was performed the
marraige of 11r. Max Wild and of our recent student Miss Edith
Ben n tt in vo n Park. 'T hey now re ide in St. Petersburg.
1 o in June occurred the marriage of Miss Lillian Wilmott, a
former tud nt of Rollin to Mr. Davis Fishback. They are
making their home in Jacksonville, Flo1'ida.
Late in this popular month , Nli ss Elizabeth Knox, who attended
Rollin a few y ars ago, and 1\lr. Fletcher Gray Rush were joined
in the holy bond of matrimony. They are residing in Orlando,
f.'lorida.
Two former stud ent. of Rollins, Mr. T. \N. Lawton, and Miss
Lotti Lee, were married early in the s ummer. They are making
Oviedo, Fla., their home.
Dr. ylvan McElroy, a former student, wa married to Miss
Dozier, of Ocala, in September. They are rcsidit1g in Orlando.
Mi . Mary Har lav,:ay, of Longwood, was married to l\1r. Algee
in N ovcmb r and resides in Tampa.
Quite recently has occurred the wedding of another of last
year·. ~tudcnts, Mi ·s Ruth Jones, and Rev. Chrisholm. Their
future home i to be in Orlando.
The marriage of Mr. vValter Bettis and Miss Emma Hudson
durino- the la t of I ovembcr was a surprise to many of their
friend . It took place at the home of the bride's aunt in Orlando,
Florida, and was attended by a few friends. After the ceremony,
Mr. ;rnd Mr . Bettis left for Tampa, their future home.
(:{1)
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Quite recently 1\-Iiss nessie K uckr a last year's student, of
Ocean Grove, was marri ed to Mr. l aul Ca mp, of Jonesboro, Georgia, where they are to rc~ide in the future.
We han! recentl y recci\·cd the announcement of the marriage
of Miss Rcb,~ Le Tourncau to Mr. Frank Everndon.
Miss Fr:rnces Burleigh i.- enrolled a a freshman in Wellesley
College. Her ~istc r l\.l iss '!\I argarct Burleigh, who was graduated
from Rollins ·ollege, in 1908, is taking pecial work in the school
-<>f music.
Miss Marjorie Blackn1an, also registered for Wellesley this year
but on account of illness was forced to leave and has been in NtJW
York since. W _e hope to see her back soon.

THE IDEAL

co ..ED.

The ] (.Jcal co-eel i.- a thing of books,
A creature ,)t brain entirely;
v\ ith stooping sho~1ld crs and studious looks_,
She digs all day and half the night;
People ay he is wondrous bright,
But her figure' an a\. ful s ight;
Her thoughts are d eep in the classic past,
She only thinks of an A. B. at lat;
She ha fled this world and it ma culine charms,
And a refuge found in l\Iinerva's arm .
Now, the kind of co-cd that I describe
I. ;\ co- cl . een very rarel y;
The r al co-ed·s a thing of grace,
\ i\Tith a dainty figure and win ome face;
She walks and rides, and he c ut., Mon Dieu I
But every professor let her thronn-h;
For her each year is a round of joy,
A. B. means nothing if not "A Boy,"
And you and I must yield to her charms,
And take the place of Minerva's arms.
Stanford Quad.
( ;l.5 )

OBITUARY,
011 Fcbru:1ry 11inth in the early morning, Mrs. Mabelle Copeland O' Neal, the beloved wife of our trea~urer, Mr. W. R. O'N ealt
a.woke on the other shore. Mrs. O'N eal had been a patient
sufferer for many years, yet never thrust her suffering on others,
and took a lively interest in all the affairs of the college. She
was a la'dy of unusual mental activity. Our deepest sympathy
is with her bereaved family.
Three members of the Board of Trustees have died within the
year; S. Mills Ely on May 5, Rev. Sulliva t1 F. Gale, .0. D., on
J~tly 16, and Mr. 'Wellington W . Cummer on December 25.
Dr. Gale wa s a member, together with Dr. E. P. Hooker and
F. W. Lyman, of the committee which was appointed by the
Congregational As ocia tion of Florida at its annual meeting· at
Orange City in 1885 to take action looking toward the establishment of a college in thi s State. He was present when the Board
o,£ Trustees was organized, April 28, 1885, and he was continuously a member of the same, and for neatly the whole period a
member of the Executive Committee, until his death. Rollins
College has never had a more devoted friend.
Mr. \tVellington W. Cummer was a member of the Board of
Tru tees since 1904. He was born on a farm near Toronto,
Canada, October 21 , 1846, and was a resident of Jacksonville
some fourteen years. He was a man of large business capacityt
of sino-ular trenP-th and sagacity of mind, of comprehensive views,
of tir I
enel'gy, and of great purity, modesty, gentleness and
sympathy of spirit. Hi s interest in the college was keen, ancl he
liad a firm faith in its future.
Mr. Ely was a man of o mevvhat similar sort. A successful
merchant, he carried into his business, principles of rigorous
probity, of spotless honor, of sympathy and service. Seldom is
a city more deeply moved than was Binghampton when Mr. Ely
died. He was elected to the Board of Trustees in 1908.
vVe were sorry to learn of the death of Julian Hutchings, of
Eu tis, Florida, who attended school at Rollins part of last year
but who was compelled to leave on account of illness. His
family have our heartfelt sympathy.
( 36 )

The music department at Rollins this season is under the
-direction of an entirely new staff, Miss Kelley having the piano
department, !vliss Dyer the violin and Mr. Pope the voice culture.
The department is very full, but is being ably handled by those in
cLarge.
A new feature has been the orchestra, organized and admirably
directed by Miss Dyer, assisted by Miss Kelley. Thus far only
mu ic of a light and popular character has been undertaken,
but it is hoped that by next year better and more serious
work mr!.y be clone, and that many public appearance may be
made. The members are most enthusiastic and plans have been
made for some concerts to be given later in the season. At 'the
close of the first emester the pupils of piano, voice and violin
appeared in a joint recital, which was well attended and went off
excellently. It was the first public appearance of several of the
pupils and they are to be congratulated upon the commendable
rendering of the various compositions. Early in the year Mr.
Pope or 0 ·anized a Girls' Glee .lub which has attracted a great
deal of attention from music lover . The fre h, young voices of
these earnest students are a delight to hear and when ever they
have assisted in public work they have been heartily applauded.
The chorus organized in connection with the church work is
( :11 )

largel y m .. dc up of the e youw, women, ably as istcd by some of
our collecre men. M iss Je. ie Work preside. at the organ and
the whole is under the direction of Mr. Pope. Miss A nnie D.
M acforbn , has lent her beautiful voice bere and else ..vhere, much
to the d ·light f her admiring hearer~ . A joint recital by the
pupil s of the S hool of 1VI usic and , cho ol of Expression was given
on ·aturclay ev ning, February 26th, in the Lyman Gymnasium.
A J,1.rge repre. entative audience greeted the young people, every '
one of whom acquitted them ekes admirably. Miss Louise Borland was in excell nt voice and sang with a great deal of charm
and naivete. The piano 11umber ,vc re well clone and showed
careful tudy. Young Master Breto has done splendidly on his.
violin this year, which is largely due to 1iss Dyer's exce1lent
teaching.
The event of the musical sea on was the Faculty Recital given
on Thur day, Jan. 20, in the gymna 1um. We quote below the
account i:Jv n by the Times-Union: ''Th e Faculty Recital of the
School of 1usic wa one of the most delightful events of the
sea on. A large, enthu iastic audience greeted the a rti sts and ·
showed the highest appreciation for the beautifully rendered program. It opened with tl1e Tansig arrangement of Weber's "Invitation to Dance" faultle ly rendered by Mi s Kelley, "Tambourin·' of Raff which followed wa a delight in its clean, crisp
phra ing, beautiful run , and arti tic interpretation. The Octav
Etucle so technically perfect, particularly charm ed the audience
and closed the first g r oup. Her other contribu tions included three
of
ric er
delightful , elf-like compo itions, " Zug der Zwerge,"
L<Scherz ,, a11d "Elfentanz." 'I' he last piano group showed marked
cholarly interpretation . It included Schumann ' " ufsclnvung,"
hopin s ''Second Impromptu" and the
Li zt " oncert Etude in D flat." Miss Kelly is a Leschetitzky
pupil and po c e a strono- and masterly technique; her interpretation i marked by dio-nity and restraint; she plays with excellent fecJin · for light and shade and a keen app r eciation of tone
value . Her rendering of the Gri g movements, at once suggestive and re crved, wa e pecially delightful. Miss Susa n Dyer,
solo violin ist, who wa received with enthusiasm, played with
taste and { eling- " 1inuet of Veracini Salut D'amor," Elgar, and
•Mawrka,"
lyoar ki . The last item was heartily encored and
( 3 )
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she r espon<lecl with her own setting of a cle)io-htful lri h folksong.
Miss Dyer clravr a bea utiful, round i11 gin ~ t o ne from her violin,
which ring true a nd m akes h er pl ay ing a delight to the li s ten~r.
Th e ten o r voice of 1r. Stanl ey Pope, at o nce full and flexible,
w as h eard to advantage in Tour's beautiful song " Mother o'
M ine" and a very delio-htful little s0 11g of Foote's. " wcctheart."
The Schubert number of :\Ir. Pope dese r ve espec ial mention.
His interpretation of '·Frulings Glaube" and ''Du bi t die Ruh"
showed great in sight into the German "lied.
The o-roup of
tohr's "Son o-s of the ~ orscland'' wa e pccially pleasing and
showed Mr. Pope' clea r teno r to great adva ntage. Mis Chr.i stian M errhvether, a pupil of Mis Kelley's, pro ved herself an
efficient accompanist. A ltogether we 111 ust ongratulate Rollin ~~
College on po se sing so strong a mu ical fac ulty and thank it
for g ivino- an e,·enino·' e nt rtai nm nt which o nl y left o ne like
Oliver Twi t of immorta l m emo ry, "h un gry for more.''
A delig htful musical e r enin g wa g iven at the h o me of Dr. and
Mrs. Blackman on March 7th.
Mrs/ Vera Dus -Mac ord was th e opra.110 of th e evening and
one of the lovely things she sang was
o unod' s ''Ave Maria"
with the violin obligato given by M i D ye r. The pupils of Mi sKell ey gave a Beethoven symp honi e arra nged fo r two pianos and
Mi s Merriwether played the Grieg second p iano part with Mi.
Kelley at first piano in a particularly delightful sona ta of 1ozart.
Mi ss D ye r and M r. Pope each contributed beautiful numbers and
the Girls' Glee Clul o-ave several attracti e . lection .
One of th e n1 ost brilliant mu sical vents of the seaso n was the
son g recital given hy M rs. Vera Duss- lacCo rcl.
he was
assisted at the piano by M iss Kelley, while Ir. Pope, the voice ·
in tructor at Rollin , and hi well-oro-anized c horu co ntributed
several number .
On th e night of Fri lay, \pril 8th, a ve ry excell e nt little r ecital
was g iven by the pupils of the Mu ic Department, m emb er of
the Men· Glee lub a nd the Rollin
a ll ege Orchestra. Thi
orchestra was the particular attraction of the evening and i
under the ab le direction of Miss Dyer, who h a sp a red n eithertrouble n o r time to bring to a high degree of efficiency the material at h er commancl.
The Piano Recital of Miss Mary Christian Merriwether occurred
( 3U )

April 26th. Miss Merriwether completes the prescribed course in
the music department this year. Following is her program:
Adag:o from
Rondo from
Prelude and

Sonata Path:- tique . ... . . ... . .... . .... }
..
Sonata
up. 26 . ......... .. ... . . . .... . Beethoven
Fugue, D major. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Bach

Tell Me, Beautiful Maiden .....
Miss Louise Borland

.Gounod

Impromptu-A flat major .... .. . . . ............. ...... }
.
·
·
Fantas1a-C
sharp mrnor
.. . . . . . . . . . . .... ........ .. . . Ch0p1n
Blumenstueck-Op. 19 . .. . ... .... . .. .. . .. .. .. ...... . Schuman
-Galatea, from Erotikon-Op. 44 ... .. ... . .. . ... ..... , , , .Jensen
Le Rossignol-Transcription ........ . .. .. ... . ....... . ... . Liszt
Bourree-Op. Violin Duet ........... . .. . ...... . ...... ... Bach
Mrs. Frederick Krauss, Miss Elizabeth Merriwether

Concerto-Op. 85, A minor ........................ : . Hummel
Orchestral Parts on Second Piano, Miss Kelley

Mr. P o p 's cla c in Harm o ny History and Th eory haYe made
Tapid strides and coYer ed a o-r eat deal of ground. Altogether the
mt1 ic dep:1.rtment has do11c stea dy, painstaking work, the kind
th a t
unt for broa der mu s icianship and appreciation of God's
<livit,c t gift to man. There remain several months in which to
continue the go od work begun, and with the earnest co-opei-ation
of teac hers and pupils we look for great things in the future in
th e cl.ool of Mu sic at Rollins.

" The Movino- Fino·er writes: and, having writ,
Moves on: nor all thy piety nor wit
hall lure it back to cancel half a line,
or all thy tears wash out a word of it."
-Omar Khayyam,

( 40 )

We regret that Miss Ethel Kendall, whose work during the last
two years was so highly appreciated and whose attractive personality gained her so many friends, has now left us on account of her
impending marriage. Her many well-wishers can but bid her
God speed and trust that she will be happy in her new sphere.
Her place has been taken by Miss Catherine Brebner, a fellowstudent at the Royal Academy schools and a gold medalist for
painting from life.
The Studio, with its interesting display of art work is always
open for inspection and on Saturday afternoons Miss Brebner and
Miss Merriwether, the able director of the crafts department, are
at home to all friends from the college and town and serve ~ea
a l'anglaise.
On Friday, February 25th, from 3 to 6 p. m., an exhibition was
given of the work done by the students since October last. The
day wa s cold and stormy but this drawback did not deter a goodly
number of visitors from being present. The charcoal drawingsy
watercolors, oils and pastels were much admired, the work of
Miss Kathleen Hill, Miss Mabel Allen, Miss Edith Foley, and Mr.
J. Willson being especially commendable. Miss Hill showed a
drawing of St. Cecelia carefully and artistically executed, Miss
Foley some vigorous charcoal studies, Miss Allen some dainty
watercolors and Mr. J. Willson some vivid sketches in oil and
pastel while in mechanical drawing Mr. John Harris exhibited
( ~l )
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· xcclleut and capable draughtrnanship.
Mi s Brebner her elf was represented by some portrait studies
" nd a number of watercolor sketches of the exquisite scenery
.aro und Winter Park.
Tn the Crafts Departrnent some beautiful work was shown in
'leather, hammered brass and copper and jewelry, the desk sets,
fruit plates, rings. pendants and brooches done by Miss Freda
Reed and Miss
eclia Vesable being particularly noteworthy.
Many orders were taken for these tempting and attractive articles.
Refresh ments were dispensed by Miss Burleigh. A number of
.the students and their friends rendered charming assistance
i n providing for the comfort of the guests.
'T he young artists are to be congratulated on the enthu~iac,m
-and industry which make the art work so important a part of the
College curriculum and many are now beginning to realize that
·art and arti stic appreciation have no small share in that all-round
culture which is the true aim and end of education.

MARK TWAIN'S MAXIMS.
"To be good is to be noble; but to show others how to be good
-:is nobler and no trouble."
"Training is everything. The peach was once a bitter almond;
•cauliflower is nothing but a cabbage with a college education.''
"When angry, count four; when very angry, swear.'
" 'Classic,' a book which people praise and don't read."
"April I. This is the day upon which we are reminded of what
··we are on the other 364."

( 4'2 )
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il1E X PRE SSION N,~..... ~
N.J"IIII

The pu pils of the Schools of M usic and Express io n ga ve a.a
e xcellen t recital in th e Lyman Gy mn asium on Saturday evening.
F\ hruary 26. M iss E th el Bo rland a nd M iss J ennie Bell o ws gave
very del ig htful and popula r numbers, an d M iss A nnie D. Macfarlane in co tch dialect is simply delig htful. The scenes from the
''School for Scandal,·' given in costum e, by M iss Loui se La
Montagne a nd M r. Ira , v illiams, won hearty appl a use. N o one
could bl a me Sir Peter fo r hi s inability to keep his temper with
s~i ch a provoking L ady Teazl e. Her laugh alone. albeit qui~
musical, was enoug h to se nd the elderl y gentleman into a toweringrage.
The foll owing program was rendered:
Fra Diavolo . . .. . .. . . . .. .... ... . ... . . . .... .. ..... Auber.Smith
Kathleen Hill
Cavatine .. .... . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .... . . Oscar Schmidt
Rinaldo Bretos
The Mustard Plaster . ... . .. . ... ... . .. .. . . . ... .. . . . ... . .
Visiting with Willie . ... ... . . . . . . ....... .. . . .. . .... . . . .
Ethel Borland
Tripping Lightly .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. ........ .. . Marzo
Girls' Glee Club
.. Saunders MacGlashan's Courtship . . .. . ..... . . . . . . .. . Kennedy
Annie D. Macfarlane.
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Valse Arabesque ... ..... . ... . . ........ . .. . ... Theodore Lack
Johnnie Sn itl:
M y Berl is Lik ~~ a Little Boat . .
. . . ... ...... .... Loftus
Prin cess Pretty Eyes . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... . ...... Clayton Johns
Louise Borl?.nd
The V ::lage Gossiµ. ...... . .... . ........ ...... . .. ... Wiggins
Je nnie Bellows
Liebeslied . ... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. . .... .. . .... ...... Liszt
Jessie Work
S chool for ~candal .. .. .. .
...... .. . ... . Sheridan
Act II, Scene I, and Act In, Scene I
Lady Teazll.! . .. . .... . . . . . . ..... .. Louise LaMontagne
Sir Peter Teazle ... ... .. ... ...... . . .. .. . . Ira Williams

-5perial to the Times-Union.
The senior rc,~ital •Yi\'t~n b. :\1 iss .l e nnie Louise Bellows, of the R ollins School oi Express ion, receiYecl as much praise as any
~xercise given on the carnpu , this year. Miss Bellows was
assisted by Miss Annie D. Macfarlane who was in splendid voice. Miss Macfarlane has gaine<l decidedly in power and flexibility
since last year. Miss Jessie Work, also a pupil of the Rollins
School of Music, accompanied with great accuracy and sympathy.
Miss Bellows' program w,is well adapted to show her varied
ability and her audience \\'ere with her, every one, all the time• .
"'Poor John" was, perhaps, the most popular number given.
Poor John 's thoughts and Mrs. John's thoughts, existed in the
reciter's mind , and were expressed by act and gesture, before ever ·
the word were uttered. "Come Here," a more difficult selectio0y .
was rendered clearly, strongly, and well. Miss Bellows' work was
another triumph.
Miss Bellows was handed magnificent bouquets of white carna- tions and pink roses on first leaving the stage, and received a
•umber of beautiful gifts after the performance.
The following program was given:
The Spanish Gypsy .. .. .......... .. . ..... . .. .... ..... .. Eliot
Carissima ...... ... . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .................... . Penn
MISS MACFARLASE

Will iam Green Hill ............ ..... . ........ . .. .. . . Calhoun
Poor John . . . . ... .. . .............. . . .. ..... . .. . . ..... . . Holey
AJl for You .... ............ . . .. .... . ............. D'Hardelot
MISS MACFARLANE

Con1e Here . ... . .. ... .... . . . ... ........ . .............. .. Ward
FROM THE GERMAN

Taming of the Shrew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shakespeare
ACT II, SCXNE I.

ACT III, SCENE II,

ACT IV, SCENE V.

-Special to the Times-Union ~
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As The c,_:nd . pm goes to pre. , the students are earnestly
preparin g urnm atic and recital work. On April 25, at the home
of Mr. and .l\J rs. Harry Leland Beeman, as a benefit to the
Ro salind Club of Orlando, Goldsmith's '' he Stoops to Conquer,"
was presented as an out door play with the following cast:
Miss Hardcastle ...... l\Iiss Loui. e La l\fontagne
Mr~. Hardcastle ......... Miss Winnifred Woori
1f r. Hardcastle .......... 1\fr. Berkley Blackm.rn
Mr. Marlowe .............. Mr. Ralph Twitchell
Sir Charles Marlowe ..... l\Ir. Maltbie Babcock
Miss Neville ............... Miss Ethel Borland
Mr. Hastings ................ Mr. Ira Williams
Tony Lumpkin .......... Mr. Arthur Landstreet
Diggery ................ Mr. Antonio Rodr~g-t:ez
Roger ...................... Mr. William Clark
1st Servant. ................. Mr. Leigh Newell
2nd 'ervant .................. Mr. John Wilson
Valet to Mr. Marlowe ...... Mr. Carol -Twitchell
1st Maid .................. Miss Jennie Bellows
2nd Maid .............. Miss Annie Macfarlane
As Miss Ethel Borlaud and Mr. l ra Williams are academy
graduates for 1910, the play will be repeated at Rollins, Tuesdar
evening, May 31. On Monday night, May 30, will be given four
c,r five scenes from Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing/'
Miss Jennie Bellows as Beatrice, Mr. Berkley Blackman, Benedick,
Miss Ethel Borland, Hero, and Mr. Ira Williams, Claudio; 3:lso
a Shakespearean burlesque in which :'.Vliss Jennie Bellows will be
Portia, Miss Ethel Borland, Lady .Macbeth, Miss Louise Borlan.-I,
Ophelia, and Miss Annie D. Macfarlane, Juliet.
1n May, there will be three recitals, one being given by Miss
Ethel Borland and Miss Winnifred Wood. At the other two wilt
appear, Miss Jennie Bellows, Louise Borland, Lillian Himes,
Annie Macfarlane, Margaret Marshall; Messrs. Ira Williams and
William Clark.
Miss Jennie Louise Bellows graduates in June from the School
of Expression, after three years of faithful, efficient work.
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'The Cooking School gave its usual opening re ception at SparCottage Friday afternoon. October twen~_v-second. Tlic
dininrr room and kitchen were decorated with vines and flowers
and v-,e re open to inspection. The girls who had cooking last
year as isted in explaining tl1e equipment and in passing the punch
and sandwiches which they themselves had prepared. Miss Kelly,
whose work here had just begun, was invited to open her teaching
room and aid in receiving the guests.
The followinrr Tuesday the classes in cooking were organized
and work began at once. Three courses have been given, the
elementary work for beginners, the more advanced course for
those who have been in classes before, or who have had home
training, and cooking Ill.
The clas in cooking II I has given most of its time to the study
of the text book and the U. S. Government Bulletins, but some
practical work in making marmalade and preserving fruit has been
done. As a consequence these girls have been able to fill orders
received by the cooking school for several dozen pints of preserved
kumquats.
The girl in the cooking classes were given ample opportunity
to te t their knowledge on March thirteenth. On that day the
Trustees of the College held their annual meeting, and. according
to time-honored custom, the Cooking School girls, with the
r-di
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able assistance of Mrs. Blackman, prepared and served th~
"Trustee's Luncheon" at the home of the President. Small tables
were laid for the guests, each one decorated with pansies held in
a brass pansy bowl made in the Crafts Studio. The room was
decorated with smilax and large bowls of red lilies.
The menu was as follows :
BANANA COCKT AIL

CLEAR SOUP

CROUTONS

CREAMED OYSTERS IN PAN'EKIN!'I
BAKING POWD ER BISCU IT

VEAL CROQ UETTES
POTATO BALLS

PEAS AND CARROTS

SANaWlCHES
NUTS

K UMQUAT PRESERVES
OLIVES

Ct-:LERT

CREESE AND NUT SALAD

STRAWBERRY SHORT CAKE WCTH WHCPPED CREAM

COFFEE

After the luncheon Mr. Brewer very kindly offered his automobile and the cooks were taken for a delightful ride around Lake
Osceola.
In sewing, the classes have been small, but the workers have
been faithful. The one girl in Advanced Sewing has made several
garments for herself, while the elementary class has prepared a
book of sample stitches, and is now working on chafing dish
aprons.

Grip makes the man
The want of it, the chump,
The men who win
Lay hold, hang on, and hump.
-D. K. Pearsons.
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SOCIETY

·NOTES~

Y. W. C. A.
Annie Macfarlane, President; ·w inifred Wood, Vice-President i
Marguerite Doggett, Secretary; Florence Duncan, Treasurer.
The purpose of the Young Woman's Christian Association is
three-fold: to bring young women to Christ; to strengthen and
build them up in Christ; and to send them out for Christ.
We have been much encouraged this year with . our work,-at
the annual recognition service, every girl in the dormitory, became
a member of our society.
Our regular meetings which are held every Wednesday night
from 6 :45 to 7 :30, have been well attended.
A series of meetings on Outline Study of Christian Fundamentals have been found most interesting and helpful.
We feel very thankful for having two student volunteers among
our members.
We greatly appreciate the visit that Miss Theodosia Wales, the
Student Secretary for the Gulf States, paid us.
The society was helped, as a whole, and made stronger by her
encouraging individual work.
A most interesting missionary meeting was led by Miss Calder,
of New York City, in March.
We have two strong Bible classes led by Miss Reed and Miss
Agnes Clark.
A new feature of the society is the "Sunday Night Sing," held
for both young men, and young women, in Lyman Gymnasium.
Our Y. W. C. A. library has been enlarged by the generous gift
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of Miss Longwell, former Professor of English, much beloved by
everyone.
She has been greatly missed this year.
T he delegates to the Asheville convention last June, were Miss
nnie D. Macfarlane, of Tampa, Fla., president.
::\Iiss Agnes Clark, of Oviedo, Fla., chairman of the Devotional
Committee.
The representative to the Athens convention, held in February,
was Miss Marguerite Doggett, of Clemson College, South Carolin a
The usual acquaintance social was given in the form of a
domino party. It was voted a most successful affair.
Another social event was an informal recepHon tendered Miss
Wales.
The Y. W. C. A. girls were delightfully entertained at Sparrel
Cottage by the Delta Phi Betas at a thimble party.
The basket ball team has donated a sufficient amount to send
our future president to the Asheville convention in June.
The basket ball girls have been efficient in many lines of work,
and this crowning act of generosity has made them the better
members.

KAPPI EPSILON.
The members of the Kappa Epsilon Sorority, with their mother,
"\ll iss Reed, began a prosperous and eventful year by their annual
reception to the faculty and students in the parlors of Cloverleaf
Cottage, Monday, October I 1th. Many of the old members were
present to welcome the guests.
At the November luncheon, given in Sparrell Cottage, the Delta
Phi Betas were the guests of honor. The decorations were of
poinsetta and asparagus fern-the place cards bearing the same
design.
On March 26th, the Sorority entertained at dinn·er, at The
Bachelor, Miss Olive Harrison, of Buffalo, N. Y., and Miss Lida
Bronson, of Ishpeming, Mich. The red rose, the Kappa Epsilon
flower, was the center of the color scheme.
Miss Reed has been "at home" several afternoons to the
K. E. girls.
( { !) )

The many Sorority gatherings, during the year, have been
delightful; especially, being remembered the spread in honor of
Miss Lois Sample, of Bloomington, Ill., and the farewell supper
given by Miss Freda Reed.
The annual banquet crowns the year's functions.
The members of 1909-1910 are: Misses Lesley Donaldson,
Florence Johnson, Louise La Montagne, Alice McCready, Freda
Reed,, Mary Simrall, Jessie Work, and Ruth Work.
The honorary members are: Mrs. Blackman, Mrs. Curtis, and
Miss Elizabeth Merriwether.

DELTA PHI BET A.
Colors: Torquois Blue and Black.
Membership of Alpha Chapter No. 4:
Mi s Louise Borland, Citra, Fla.
Miss Ethel Borland, Citra, Fla.
Miss Adeline A. Niemeyer, Longwood, Fla.
fi ss Mary L. Branham, Orlando, Fla.
l\fi Ma belle 0' eal, Orlando, Fla.
Miss Edith J. Foley, Charlevoix, Mich.
Sorority Mother:1iss Eva Wilkins.
Honorary Members:Mrs. Mabel A. Clayton, Williamstown, N. Y.
Miss Louise V. Kelley, 1 ew York City.
The Alpha Chapter No. 4, of the Delta Phi Beta Sorority, of
Rollins College, met on October 7th, to take up the work for the
years 1909-' 10. Five of the members of Alpha Chap. No. 3 had
returned and happily entered upon the work of the new school
year. During the year the Sorority has been much honored by
the three new members received into this year's chapter, Miss
Edith J. Foley, of Charlevoix, Mich., and the two honorary
members Mrs. Mabelle A. Clayton, of ·W illiamstown, N. Y., and
Mi s Louise V. Kelley, of New York City.
On the evening of Saturday, October 22, the Sorority gave to
the Faculty and students of Rollins the annual reception, in the
Art Studio. The Studio was prettily decorated in autumn foilage,
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wild gra ses and flower., making a charming background for fhe
hostesses and gue ts. This reception was given to wclcnme tl1c new
students of Rollins and to gre t once more all of thnsc who h'a d
returned. The Sorority l\{other, Miss Eva vVilkins, the ho 10rary
members and the Sorority President, welcomed the guc ts and
later th ey were entertained and serv ed to delicious refreshment
by the cbintil y go,rn ed members. When the hour for departing
arrived, all voted the occasion a complete social success.
The new members were welcomed into the Sorority on N ovember 6th, by an informal tea given in Miss Wilkins· parlor which
was enjoyed by all who were present.
On November 27th, the members of the Delta Phi Beta we1'e
-entertained by their sister Sorority, the Kappa Epsilon. at a
delightful luncheon given in the dining room of Sparrell Cottage.
The room was beautifully decorated in red and white, the Sorority
colors. A large bowl of p insettas graced the center of the tab!
and the place cards bore the desi o-n of this same flower.
On Monday afterno o n of D ecember 6th, an at home was o-iven
in the music room of Sparrell Cottao-e to the members of the
Y. W. C. A. The gue ts were requested to bring their workbags
and thimbles, and in the hour pent, their tongues flew faster than
needles.
Those present were entertained by several readings and musical
numbers, and at the close of the evening each one departed, feeling that the link that binds the girl of Rollins in sisterhood was
made yet stronger.
On December 18th, the Sorority members were entertained most
enjoyably at a dinner given by 1iss Edith Foley at the Seminole
Inn. This was one of the plea ant ocial affairs of the season·.
The future for the Sorority holds man)'. bright prospects in
view. Several of the members of this year's chapter will return
in r9ro-r r, and our one •.vish for them is that the Delta Phi Beta
m ay have nothing but success to fall upon their pathway, and that
th e joy of this year be sm all compared to those to come.
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:::,aturday, October 9th . the Y. \\T. C. A. of the college, held a
rct'eption fo r ::ill the student and faculty in the Cloverl eaf
parlors. The school was there in a body and the new and old
wore their n::i.mc an d chief characteristic on a card, in a prominent
place, b_v ,ray 0£ introduction. N umerous ingenious gam es and
eharades with simple, cool, refreshments, made the entertainm en t
co mpl ete.
Monday, October I 1th, the Kappa Epsilon Sorority held its
annual reception fo r the students and faculty in Cloverleaf. The
pa rlors were lo vely ,ivith penants and a profusion of Florida
milax. During the eYening a dainty little tot threaded the guests,
presentin g eac h with a rosebud from her basket. Miss Kelley,
~T:-. Drennen, and Mr. Pope rendered musical numbers whic 1.1
:idded to the pleasure of fr:e occasion.
S;;turday, Oc tol>er 16th, Cloverleaf entertained the visiting
football men of utherland.
S:-itnrclay, October 30th, th e Delta Phi Beta Sorority gave its
arn1t1::il reception to the students and faculty in the Studio, which
was decorated in fall tinted oak and field daisies. The wild things
produced a charming effect with the artistic surroundings. The
honorary members and president formed the receiving line, while
the v.uests ministered to the inner man. The boys, returning
ho111c across th e campus, sang the praises of the Delt:i Phi Betas.
Monday, October 30th, the faculty gave a Hallowe·"!n party to
the students in the gymnasium. The ghosts of Blenheim appeared
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- ·befo re our eyes. th e g nomes danced up :.. :J c!n ' TI the gymnasium,
and a disappearing· ghostly procession sang Juhn Brown's Body.
At the close, Miss Reed told stories about a witche's cauldron,
· while the guests were occupied with the contents of paper bags.
Thursday, November nth, Miss Kelley gave a very formal and
delightful tea in honor of Miss Dyer. All were happy to discover
Miss Dyer's charming personality with its unique element.
aturday, November 27th, the Kappa Epsilon Sorority entertained the Delta Phi Beta Sorority at luncheon in Sparrell Cot· -tage.

Monday, November 29th, Miss Kelley and Miss Burleigh, as
mistresses of Sparrell, entertained the girls and faculty.
Monday, December 6th, the Delta Phi Beta Sorority gave a
reception to the Y. W. C. A. in Miss Kelley's parlor in Sparrell.
It wa s a very enjoyable, informal affair. Gossip, sewing and
r eading aloud, made the time pass too quickly for all.
Saturday, December 18th, Miss D onnan gave a tea to the new
girls in her room in Cloverleaf.
O n the same evening Miss Edith Foley entertained the Delta
P hi Beta Sorority at a dinner, at the Seminole Inn.
Monday, January 24th, the Sutherland basket ball team was
e ntertained at Cloverleaf. A very fri endly informal affair.
\ Nednesclay, January 26th, the Y. W. C. A. held a reception for
fi s \ Va les, the Gulf States Secretary. The pansy and moss
. decora ti ons vYere exquisite and an effective pansy poster was
p laced in a prominent pos ition on the wall. The girls were
delighted with their charming new secretary.
aturday, J anuary 29th, Miss D onnan gaye a party to the hoys
and girls in Cloverleaf. The games took in the far corners of the
hall s t o th e teachers parlors and a jolly good time was given to
them all.
Friday, February 18th, Miss Reed entertained th e faculty and
frie nds, at tea in one of the Cloverleaf parlors.
F riday, F ebruary 25th , the teach ers in the Studio, gave an art
exh ibit tea. It was attended by th e faculty, students, and tourist
frie nds of the college. The work exhibited was most creditable
·to the . effo rts of the splendid teachers of this branch of the
. ollege curriculum.
Vednesday, March 2nd, Mrs. Blackman held a very fo rmal
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reception to u1trod11c e 7' li ss Donnan and Dean ana Mrs. Clayton,
to three lrnndreJ friends of tile college. In spite of the heavy ·
rain during the early part of the afternoon, the guests did not
fail their ho tes., and the affair was a great success.
Wednesday, March 9th, the faculty reception was held in the-~
CloYerleaf parlors. Dr. and Mrs. Blackman, the Dean and Mrs_
Clayton, and several representatives of the faculty, stood in the ·
receiving line. rt was fully attended by many friends iri Winter
Park, :u1d Mr. l-1.Jmilton Holt, of New York, whom President
Blackman was entertaining, was a prominent guest.
M011day, February 28th, the tennis tournament with Eustis was·•
-held.
l\liss Reed has entertained the Cloverleaf girls in groups, at te~
on various Thursdays throughout the year. Miss Reed's charming personality 111:1.de these occasions delightful.
On . unday evenings, in the gymnasium, the student body and
faculty meet fo r a "si ng." Favorite hymns are called for. Sometim e. special mu . ic is furnished. Every "Sing" is an enjoyable :
occasion.

"An honest man's the noblest work of God."-Pope.

"Today is, for all we know, the opportunity and occasion of our
lives.''-D r.Trumbull.

''The ituation that has not its Duty, its Ideal, was never yet
occup ied by man.''-Carlyle.

" ature arms each man with some faculty which enables him t a
do easi ly some feat impossible to any other.''-Emerson.

"Pa rd on me, governor," began the interviewer, "d--"
"Certainly, certainly," replied the Tennessee executive, reaching ;
for a blank. ··Wh a t are you g uilty of ?"-Philadelphia Ledger.
(~)

LOOKING BACKWARD,
The gangplanks had been dram1 up. The ·'Campania" wa ·
slowly moving out. The pass engers leanecl over the railing bidding their friends farewell.
mong the crowd I noticed one
whose face seemed familiar and in a few moments he turned. [
recognized her at once as our senior class president. Old memories of Rollins' college days returned.
"Oh, Marguerite, is this you?"
"And you, Florence Duncan, who ever would have thought of
our meeting aboard this ship bound for Europe five years after
graduating?"
"Now for a good talk," said Florence, after they had found a
shady nook.
"What have you been doin°· and why are you taking this trip?
Do tell me everything."
Marguerite lauo-hino-ly repli ed, ''\\Tell, to begin with, after I left
Rollins I spent some time visiting in New York. I then prepared
for library work and e urcd a position in the Bo ton Library.
The work was enjoyable but there were other things of interestthe most important a Harvard graduate, and, well-\~e are now on
this cleli<rhtful trip. Florence, proceed."
''I carried out my plan of graduating at the Mas aclmsett
General H0spital and the following winter was pent nur ing in
Fl orid:1 . then came an opport11nity for surgical work. Among my
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ac quaintances, wc1s a lady whom I have the goo d fort une to
acc om pany abroad."
" Oh, here yon are," said a tall young gentleman speaking to
Marguerite. " Yes, and just imagine, I have found one of my
college class mates. Let me introduce you to Miss Duncan."
" Great, and I believe this is another classmate," he said presenting a newspaper with a large heading which read:
The Strike is Gaining Power.
Federal Officers Have Been Sent.
Mr. Worthington Blackman is Urging on the Strikers.
" I am not surprised in th e least. Remember his enthusiasm for
sociali tic principles and hi ability in upholding them in debate?"
He had gone into business and later into politics.
"And where is your fri end Winnie, Florence?"
" Winnie is now in Baltimore. She spent a year at home and
then vi sited relatives in the East. You know she was always much
interested in Y. W. C. A. work, but now is more interested in
Y . M. C. A."
Strange coincidence!
Just then the gong sounded for dinner and fttrther conversatio n
was interrupted.
"Doesn't this moonlight evening remind you of Florida and
Rollin s ?" said Margurite, as she spied Florence on the deck later
in the evening.
"And what about Florence and Agnes?"
'E ducational interests are foremost in their minds just now.
F lorence i till interested in domestic science and graduated from
im mons in t hat depa rtm ent. She taught for a year in a high
sc hoo l ancl now she is at th e head of the domestic science departme nt at R ollin s."
"And Ao·ne " - "She attended tl e University of N ash ville,
graduati no- with hi gh honors. The fo ll owing year she accepted a
prominent position as Latin professor in a leading college of
irgini a.''

' \ Vhat caree r ha our cla s of 1910 fo ll ovved !''
Tl1e next year thi s anno uncemen t appeared: "The new \Vinthrop hospital at H averhill, Mass., will be opened Octobe r 5,
1 9 10. It is to be in charge of Dr. Ridge wood and hi s wife, fo rmerly M i s Duncan."

Athletics, always popular, have held a more prominent place
than usual in the Rollins school life this year. Each team has
fought through victory and defeat with the old Rollins spirit.
playing the heaviest schedules of any school in the State. Rollins
has placed a team in the fiel<l in every form of col~ege athletics
in which an opponent could be found in the South, and the teams
have all played with a skill and spirit worthy of the oldest school
in the state.

FOOT BALL.
Like the old proverb, ''a bad beginning makes a good ending,"
the Rollins athletic season commenced with a margin of defeats
over victories. But even foot ball, this year's only unsuccessful
team, ~ended the season with three victories, two defeats and a
tie game. From the very beginning of the training season, it
w.as seen that the team was not developing as might have been
expec;ted from the goodly squad of recruits. Constant changing
of men and positions through the entire sesaon kept the team
working with the crudeness and uncertainty of an untrained team.
In spite of the reliable work of many of the individual players,
the team lacked the swing and accuracy of last year's champions
and was found very weak on open defense work.
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The season opened OctoLer 20th, with a decided victory over
i he light but fa st Winter H ~wen team. The game was one of
·the best of the entire season. The Rollins team played well in
•every position, winning 22 to o.
October 31 st. Rollins met the University of Florida at GainesviUe. Our team, which was badly crippled by illness of the men
caused by the hard trip, played a desperate defensive game, losing
t o the University 14 to o. It was a hard battle from the start,
F lorida won mainly through the remarkable playing of their
Jeft-half, Taylor, who scored every point, with two long runs
from trick plays and a goal from field.
November 4th, Rollins defeated the Orlando city team in a
close game, winning on a beautiful goal from field by Boyer.
Score 3 too.
T\\'o days later, November 6th, the Rollins team played Summerlin J nstitute at BartoJ: It was a long hard game in which neither
'team scored. The Rollins men made nearly two yards to their
()pponents one but the team work was badly interfered with by
T witchell playing quarter-back with a badly injured hip. It
was an intense game, featured by the speedy work of left-half,
\Vindham, a lq1w run by Tv.ritchell, and by tbe consistent punting
of Summerlin's full-back.
On November 15th, the University of Florida played their
return game with our team at Orlando. It was a Hoodoo-day
for Rollins, for scarcely had the Dinkey Line's special train
carried our team into the woods than the engine jumped the
track and the ·t eam was forced to walk ties for over three miles,
and arrived at the grounds ten minutes before the game was c:illed.
In spite of this discouraging strain the Rollins men started the
game with a rush, carrying the ball down the field to the
Universities 30-yard line, where Boyer kicked a beautiful field
goal. But the men were tired and did not play a heady game.
F lorida soon scored on a trick play. The middle of the Rollins
line then went to pieces, and the game was lost 28 to 3.
The season closed November 21st, with a victory over the
Summerlin team; 17 to I I. The game was opened and marked by
long forward passes and trick plays. The Rolliils men handled
the passes cleanly for long g~ns, and carried the ball within
kicking distance three times in the first half only to fail at goal,
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'.B oyer mi ss ing the drop in the deep sa nd.
T he season's line-up:
Gates, (Mgr.) . Left End
Osterhaldt,.
Left Tackle
H •!ard,
Left Guard
Topp , .
Center
:Baldwin,
Right Guard
Barnes, (Capt . )Ri~ht Tackle

Blackman,
Right Ifod
Boyer,
Quarter
Twitchell-Loveland, Left-half
Slater-Windham
Full-back
Windham-Twitchell, Right-half
j McLean
t Peral

Substitutes

BASKET BALL
T his year, as for many years past, Rollins ·h as turn.ed out one
... of the best Basket-ball teams in the South, winning more games
.;:tha n were played by any other team in the State. With the best
c ollege gymnasium in this part of the South , we are well fitted to
turn out fast teams although not quite ready to beat a team in a
foo t of loose sand such as was met with at Sutherlan<l. the Rollins.m en have nevertheless met with great success.
With three of last year's -players, Lee, Twitchell and Rodriquez,
a s a foun dati on, the team was qui ckly put into shape, although
,t he_fillin g of th e other two positions proved very difficult and fi-ve
men were used to play these positions during the season.
The series of games played with the fast team of the Orlando
Rifles, covering the entire two months playing season, were
without doubt the closest and most interesting games of the
-,,·inter. No game was won until the whistle blew and the scores
in each game were close until the end. Rollins won five of the
r.i x game series.
O n January 15th and 17th, our men played Southern College
.in the deep sand of the Gulf coast. The Southern players,
-eqni pped with high leather shoes, at first ran around the field
with the ball while the Rollins men looked on. They were
fo ~1!ed fourte en times for mnning and tackling but the wind wa~
s o strong that the Rollins men with difficulty crrged one of the
iour)et n foul s. Southern had the day her own way, winning 18
1t o 9.
The secon<l game started in the same manner, the first half
., e nded 18 to 2. but in the second half, Twitchell and Lee found
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their snow shoes and Southern was played to a stand . still. The
game ended Southern 22, Rollins 19.
January 24th and 25th, the Sutherland team returned their games. The fir st, played on a hot night, was slow but interesting, .
the men play.i ng in spurts as their team fell behind. Rollinsy
ea ily superior, won with score 28 to 22. The second game was •
forfeited to Rollins, as the Southern men were recalled to Sutherland by their President.
February 4th and 5th, our team played the Jacksonville Y. M.
C. A. at Jacksonville. The games were fast and interesting,
Rollins won the first 21 to r7. In the second game the Rollins
men played as if dazed, without purpose or aim, apparently. The
:first half finished 21 to 3 in favor of Jacksonville. In the secono '
half Rollins played desperately ; Twitchell made a spurt and' '
scored J4 points in 4 minutes, but the pace was to'o fast in the ·
heat and the- men fell back, not holding the.ir own through the
rest of the game. Score 35 to 22.
February 14th and 15th, Jacksonville played our team on our
home floor. Missing their train, they arrived too late to play the
night of the 14th. The 16th and 17th being baseball dates the
game could not be postponed, Jacksonville recognized it as •
forfeited to Rollins. The game sceduled for the 15th was fast· and close, Rotlins lead through most of the game but fell a basket'··
behind just as the whistle blew. Score: Jacksonville 23, Rollins 21 • .
Games.
Season's Scores:
1st. Orlando r 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rollins r9
2nd. Orlando 28 .................... Rollins 20
3rd. Orlando 17 ................... Rollins 21
4th. Orlando 19 ................... Rollins 21
5th. Orlando I I • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • Rollins r 3
Jan. 15th. Southern 18 ............. Rollins 9
Jan. 17th. Southern 22 ............ Rollins 19
Jan. 24th. Southern 22 ............. Rollins 28
Jan. 25th. Southern o . . . . . . . . . . . . Rollins I
Feb. 4th. Jacksonville 17 .......... Rollins 21
Feb. 5th. Jacksonville 35 .......... Rollins 22
Feb. 14th. Jacksonville o . . . . . . . . . Rollins I
Feb. r5th. Jacksonville 23 ......... Rollins 21
( 6() )

Season's Line-up.
Gates (Capt.), Baldwin, Slater ........... Center
Lee, Peral. ...................... Left-forward
R. S. T witchell (Mgr.) .......... ; Right-forward
C. E. Twitchell, i-Iowell ............ Right-guard
R odriq uez ......................... Left-guard

GIRL'S BASKET BALL.
Girl's basket-ba ll this year, has been exceedingly interes ting.
True, Rollins has had to bear defeat, nevertheless, the girls were
not discouraged and only quit practice when the large platform
forced them from the floor.
The girls turned out well, four teams being formed for practice.
From these, two regulars were picked, the Osceolas and the Virg1111ans. These teams supplied the Varsity through the seasons
the line up for the first team running as follows:
Jennie Bellows .................. Left Forward
Helen Smith .................. Right Forward
Agnes Clark ........................... Center
Freda Reed ...................... Right Guard
Jennette Schadt. ................... Left Guard
Berkeley Blackman and Duval Gates coached the girls during
Under their
hands the girls' team work improved rapidly, and toward the encl
of the season they were able to compete with their oppon~nts
upon an equal footing. This was the first year that the Rollins
girls have met outside teams and although defeated in every game
their spirit was .n ot daunted, the team developing rapidly throughout the season, as the following scores will show:
the season and to them is owed a debt of gratitude.

Cathedral School
Cathedral School
Orlando High 24
Orlando High 17
Orlando High 25

22 ........•...•.. Rollins 2
24 ............... Ro1Iins I I
................... Rollins -6
.................. Rollins .,4
.................. Rollins 1:7
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GIRLS' BAS K ET BALL TEA:'.11

The R 0Pi :1s Cullege 13;tse IJ~ ll team again hold3 the Intercollegiate Championship of the State. \\Te have gained a most enviable
reputati on, for our teams for many years have been, without
ex ceptio n. sm.·c-essful. Del Mason has handled his material in a
hi Q"hl:' com mend ahl e mann er and the teams have all played with
the snap and class of well trained clubs. The schedule for this
year was· long and the games a11 good, the men improving rapidly
from th e very start. With but two exceptions the positions were
all skil fully pl ayed through the entire season. the team batting
with exceptional strength.
The first games, played with the professionals at Ormond, were
both lost by Rollins. Our team showed superiority in nearly
every department of the game, but both pitchers were out of formand had no control. Cook, who started the first game, was very
wild, fillin g- the bases several times in the first few innings. Brad1ey, who th en took the mound , was also wild, but held Ormond
mu ch more safel y through the rest of · the game. The next day
the pitching was again wild and the game went as before.
The third day Rollins met the Daytona team and defeated them
easily. They had at last found their pace. the pitching being
much improved. Score 12 to 1. Bradley in the box.
( 62 )

BASE

BALL

CHAMPIONS

HAWES , S . S .
MASON , c o ach.

BOYER ,

r. f.

TEAM

FLORIDA

BRADLEY,

p.

1910

FOLTZ,

p.

WILLIAMS ,

DAISY, mascot.
GORE ,

1 b.

LEE , C. f.

J. f.
BAR N ES , c.

BRADLEY,

2 b.

"\VINDHAM ,

3 b.

BALDWIN .

sub.

February 12th Rollins played Ormond in Orlando. The game
was close and interesting, Rollins winning on a three base hit by
Windham, with the bases full. The following day the two teams
played in \!\' inter Park. The game appeared to be Rollins' from
the start, but an untimely error by Mason, in the 7th, gave the
lead to Ormond, 6 to 5.
March 1st and 2nd, Rollins played Southern at Sutherland.
Iv the first inning of the first game Rollins batted Southern's
student pitcher out of the box and Burleston, the South Florida
Leaguer, was put in against them. They found him hard to hit
and the game ended a tie, 1 to I. Foltz pitched a star game
for Rollins. The next day Gore, Rollins' first base man was put
into the box and although he pitched a remarkable game Burieston was far his superior and Southern won 6 to 4.
The games with the University of Florida, in Orlando and
Winter Park, March 7th and 8th, and in Gainesville the 15th and
16th, were all won by Rollins by large scores. The University
was in every way outclassed by Rollin s, their pitchers being unable
to hold the:rr own against Rollins' heavy batters.
:M arch 11th al1d 12th Rollins defeated the Kentucky Military
Institute. This team also was outclassed, but the games were
well played and interesting. Windham, Hawes and Boyer were
all hitting the ball hard through both games, Foltz _and Windham
pitching in good form.
The games with Southern, scheduled for March 21st and 22nd,
both went to Rollins 9 to o, Southern College forfeiting over a
strong contract.
March 23rd Rollins defeated the Orlando team in a close, hard
hitting game, 7 to 6.
Rollins finished her season at St. Augustine in three fast games.
Rollins won all three. The St. Augustine team had been
strengthened for these games by three league men hired from
Jacksonville, but the Rollins men were playing in form and carried
things before them.
The following shows the percentage of the inter-collegiate
games played for the State championship:
TEAM

Rollins
st~tson
Southern
Florida

LOST

TIED

PCT.

6

I

I

5
3

3
4
7

0

.856
.625
.428
.125

WON

I
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OUR SEASON'S SCORES.
February 7th,
F ebruary 8th,
F ebruary 9th,
February 15th,
February 16th,
March 1st,
March 2nd,
March 7th,
March 8th,
March u th,
March 12th,
March 15th,
March 16th,
March 21st,
March 22nd,
March 23d,
March 30th,
Ma,-.cb 31st,
April 1st

Ormond 10
Ormond 8
Daytona 1
Ormond 9
Ormond 6
Southern I
Southern 6
Univ. of Florida o
Univ. of Florida o
Kentucky Military Inst. 1
Kentucky Military Inst. 4
Univ. of Florida 2
Univ. of Florida 4
Southern o
Southern o
Orlando 6
St. Augustine 2
St. Augustine 5
St. Augustine 4

Opponents

69

Rollins

Rollins 9
Rollins 6
Rollins 12
Rollins 12
Rollins s
Rollins I
Rollins 4
Rollins 6
Rollins 12
Rollins 5
Rollins 10
Rollins 8
Rollins 7
Rollins 9
Rollins 9
Rollins 7
Rollins 5
Rollins 13
Rollins 10

151

The batting and field averages of the team in the seven games
played at home were as follows:
BATTING A VER.AGES,
A, B.

Baldwin . . ... ... .... ......... .. .
Windham ...... ... . .......... ..
D. Bradley .. . .. ... ... . .. . . . .. . .
Mason .... . . .... . .. .. . . .. ......
Boyer .. . ... . . ... . ......... .. ...
Hawes . ... . ... ... ..... ... ... .. . .
Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5
29
4
13

30
26
21

21

31
Gore ...... ............ . . . . ... . . 23
B. Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Foltz . . . .. . . .... . .... .. ..... . ... 12
Blackman . .. .. ... .. . . . .. . ... . .. I I
Tr0villion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 4
l,ec ........ .... .... .. . . . .. .. . . .

Team record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260
( &t )

R.

H.

A V.

I

2

.600
.517
.500
.478
.367
.3o8
.286
.114
.194
.174
.174
.167

0

0

,000

0

0

.000

57

78

.300

3

3
15

2

2

9
7
8
6
3
7
3

II

2

4

II

8
6
6
6
4

FIELDING AVERAGES.
P.O.

A.

Barnes ... .. ... . ... . . . . ... ....... 57
Lee . . . . . . . .. . ..... . .. .. . j. . .... . . 10
D. Bradley . . . . . . ................
o
Gore .. . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . 46
Mason. ... ... ... . . .. . . .. . .. . . .... 43
Hawes.. ...... . .. ... . . . . .. . . ....
7
B. Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Boyer... . .. ... . ...... . .. . .... . ..
8
Williams .. .. . . .... . .... . ... . ... .
3
Foltz. .... .... .. ... .. ..... . ... . ..
3
Windham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Baldwin.. .. . . . .. . .. . .... . .. . .. . .
Trovillion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o

9
4
4

Team average . ......... .. . .. 192

( (jJ )

E,
0

AV.
1,000

0

1,000

0

I,000

11

14
13

2

22

6

o

2

2

.983
.966
.909
.829
,.8oo
.8oo
. 769
.733

I

I

7
15
o

3
8
3

.250

0

0

.000

IIO
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TENNIS,
This year, with three old men, RolJins was able in a few weeks
to turn out a most successful tennis team. Preparing, with less
than two weeks notice, the first tournament found Twitchell · and
Heard somewhat out of form. This tournament was with the
Lake Eustis Country Club, played at Rollins, February 28th~
The tennis was fast and hard but a little ragged. The Country
Club won three of the five matches.
The Scores :-Singles.
Landstreet lost to Wade, 3-6 and 3-6.
Twitchell won from Graber, 6-r and 6-3.
Twitchell lost to Wade, 5-7 and 4-6.
Doubles.
Twitchell and Ladstreet lost to Wade and Graber,
8-rn, 7-5 and 5-7.
Newell and Heard won from vVade and Taylor,
3 6, 6-4. and 6 3.
The return <bte, played at Eustis a week lat~r, March 7th,
found the Rollins men much improved. The tennis was much
faster and more heady, it being a perfect tennis day. The Rollins
players were accompanied to Eu tis by several girl friends whose
cheery enthusia rn helped noticably, the day being won by Rollins,
three matches to two. ,vade alone prevented Rollins from making
it a sweeping victory.
Score ;-Singles.
Landstreet won from J oily, 6-o and 6-3.
Twitchell lost to Wade, o-6 and 8-rn .
.Newell lost to Wade, r-6 and o-6.
Doubles.
Twitchell and Landstreet won from Wade and
Jolly, 6-4 and 6-3.
Newell and Heard won from Taylor and Graber,
6-3 and 6-3.
The two tournaments left the season undecided, 5 matches to 5~
The Country Club considered it's team the strongest in the State,
so a third and final tournament was arranged to be palyed at
Rollins, March 21st. Both teams practiced "faithfully for the
deciding battle, improvement being rapid. Twitchell practiced with
( 66 )
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a new man, Babc·,w k, for t he fi rst doubles. hut a few days before
the tournament. 8,~hcock wa~ fon: d to le:1ve for Daytona while
Twitchell v,:as taken sick. l;<> r a short time Rollins· hopes ran
.low, for it seemed th, '. t it \,·m1:d me i1upo s. ible to win without
either of these men. But the outlook brightened raµidly as play
began on the morni11g o[ tlie 2J st. Twitchell was out -and the
Rollins men \\'On every 111atd1. from the fir ' t 011 through, and
finished by cle ~ea ting \Vadc 7-5 :111d 6-4. This wns a glorious day
for Rollins, it being the first time that Wade has suffered defeat
in his half dozen years of tournament play in the outh.
The Day's Score :-Singles.
Landstreet \\·011 from Jo!I y, 10-8, 4-6 and 6-2.
Twitchell won from Wade, 7-5 and 6-4.
Double . .
Heard and Newe11 won from Graber and Taylor..,
6-1 and 6-2.
Twitchell and Land street won from \Vadc and
Jolly, 6-4 and 6-4.
This victory over the hitherto undefeated Eustis cltib gives
Rollins title as State champions. Personal challenges were sent
to Stetson, University of Florida, J ack onville, Southern College,
and Summerlin Institute; although all of these schools have tennis
teams, of differing o-racles, no challenge was accepted.

ROLLINS MEN AT ATLANTA.
As a wind-up to our athletic sea on, R ollins ent :M. L. Bab~ock
and R. S. Twitchell to the Southern Inter-collegiate Tennis 'fournament held under the auspice of the Atlanta . Athletic Club, May
9th, 10th and II th. This \\'as a long step for Rollins, our men
meeting all of the best players in the South.
Both of the Rollins men drew fast players from the start, and
won many m a tch es with a skill a nd peed that was a surprise to
everyone. Babcock defeated two fast players from Georgia Tech.
and was only put out in the semi-finals in a long and desperate
battle with the champion him self, E. V. Carter, of the University
of Geo ro·ia. Twitchell was over-played the first day and after
defeati1w H . T . H owdcn of Gcor 0 ·ia Tech. in a h a rd match, lie
( (i7 )

was himself defea ted in a long m a tch by S. B. lack, o f the
U ni ver ·ity of Georgia. In th e double o ur players we re sti ll
m o re successful, winning their way to the finals where th·y met
defea t in a five- set match; the Carter brothers, of University of
Ge orgia, winning the t wo beautiful cups by a single set.
The Atlanta Georgian says:
"U1!der the most favorable conditions possible, the fourth ; nm;::tl
inter- colleg iate tenni s tournament opener! at the E-:tst Lake courts
of the A tla nta Athletic club Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
"Four colleges were represented in the play, these being Tech,
Geo rg ia, Va nderbilt a nd R ollins, all competing for the three
h andsome cup s offered by the Atla nta Athletic club, and the
racquet offered by th e Spalding company.
'' In yesterday's play the semi-final s were reached, and to day the
fin a ls a11d' ·cmi-final s in the doubles will prob ably be completed.
"The m . t interes tin g m atch of the first day's play was that
betwee n H. W. Patterson, of T ec h, and M. L. Babcock, of Rollins
Coll ege, in the second round. Patterson w on the first set after a
hard fi g ht. Babcock won the second, and the third set went tohim , t oo, but only after the mos t s tubborn contestin g by P a tters on."
The mo t interesting match of the day in doubles was the one
between B abcock and Twitchell, of Rollins -College, and the Dawso n brothers, of Tech, the former winning the first set in comp-arat ive ly easy style · the latter th e set after a hard fi g ht and the
fo rmer the third set, o nly after several de nce sets a nd by pl ayi ng
extra o-a me in thi set.
Tampa Morning Tribun e :
E . \ · _ Ca r ter , Jr. , and F rank Carter, brothers, of th e Uni versity
of Ge or o- ia, today won the d oubles cha mpionship of the Southern
Inter-collegiate Tennis Associa tion, defeating M. L. Babcock a nd
R. S. T witchell, of R ollins Co ll ege, in th e fin als. The E ast L ake
course was never befor e the scene of such a hard fought co ntest,
fi ve ets bein o- required to decide th e cham pionship. Score: 4-6,
6-r , 6-4, 4-6, 6-o.

( 6 )

FLORIDA'S FIRST INTERSCHOLASTIC MEET.
On February 22, Rollins held the first annual interscholastic
field and track meet and declamation contest. Four high schools
were represented: Bartow, Plant City, Lakeland, and Sanford;
Bartow winning the meet with a total of 33 points. The point
winners were as follows: J. L. Marquis, of Bartow, first in the
50-yard dash. Carl Kern, of Lakeland, second; WalJace Riggins,
of Lakeland, third; time, 6 1-5 seconds. One hundred yard dash
won by H. H. Hull, of Plant City; Carl Kern, of Lakeland, second;
Lee McLain, of Bartow, third ; time IO 4-5 seconds. Quarter Mile,
B. Wilson, of Bartow, first; Lee McLain, of Bartow, second;
Henry Moor, of Sanford, third; time, 59 seconds. High jump
won by Wallace Riggins, of Lakeland; H. H. HulJ, of Plant City,
second; Lee McLain, of Bartow, third; height, 4 feet IO inches.
Broad jump, won by Hull, of Plant City; B. Wilson, of Bartow,
secoftd; J. L. Marquis, Jr., of Bartow, third; distance, 17 feet
1 I 1-2 inches. Mile run won by McLain, of Bartow; Henry Moor,
-0f Sanford, second; B. Wilson, of Bartow, third; time, 6 min.,
38 seconds. Shot put won by Lee McLain, of Bartow; Hull, of
Plant City, second; distance, 32 feet, 9 1-2 inches; 220 yard
dash won by H. H. HulJ, of Plant City; B. Wilson, of Bartow,
second ; J. L. Marquis, of B J.rtow, third; time, 25 seconds.
The meet was well contested, nearly all of the events having
close finishes, especially the 220 yard dash, in which but two or
-three inches separated the winners of first and second pla~e.
The track was rather heavy, owing to recent rains, and slowed
up the time somewhat, especially in the longer runs.
In the evening the declamation contest given in con11ection with
the track meet, was held and was won by Mr. Borden Wilson, of
Bartow.
The college expects to hold a better meet next year, and to make
this a permanent event, open to all high schools in the State.
Several schools which did not take part this year have signified
their intention of competing in the future, and we hope to make
this meet an event looked forward to by all the high schools of
-the State.
( 69 )
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A wit is a person o{ eminent sense,
Whose sayings are bright and amusing.
And wit in itself would seem to be, hence
Nonsensical sense,-'tis confusing.

Miss Donnan-''Mr. Hanscom, what legislative measures were
taken against the Catholics in Germany?'
R. H.-"Bismark had a law passed expelling the Holy Ghost."
Red-"Did you ever land at Spooner's boat-house?"
Freda-"vVhich one?"
Del Mason-"Get in the game! Get in the game!"
Inquisitive Freshman-"Are you sure that he loves you, and
you alone?''
Helen, (archly)-''Oh yes; more then than at any other time."

In Chase Hall, Dr. Clayton-' What is that awful noise up
there?' '
V oice from Abovc-''Just Baldwin falling asleep."
( 71 )

It has come to light that there is a college class this semester not
in the curriculum. We understand that time is spent for work
only in this new psychology class of Doc N oone's. Assuredly a
worthy project.
Blish, from the dining-hall, naughty man,
Swipes an orange whenever he can.
Miss Burleigh hot? That's a treat,
Blish goes grinning down the street.
Lee goes across the campus in base ball suit and carrying bat.
Miss Johnson-"Going out to practice base ball?"
Lee-"N o, going over in front of the grand stand and shoot
alligators."

L AT IN PROFESSO R CN A N UNGU ARD E D MOMENT

"Del" Mason (who is very fond of dogs)-"Miss -, don't you
think that you ought to have an intelligent animal about the
house, who would protect you and -"
Miss - , " Oh, Mr. Mason, this is so sudden."

J. J. Heard-"Can' t eat those crackers. They're all dust."
Room-mate-"That's all right, throw on some more dust and a
few bugs and imagine we're camping."
( 72 )

Serious-minded Junior-"Why do you have a Y. W. C. A.
delegate?"
Miss B.-"Why, to send to the convention at Gainesville."
S. ].-"What is the convention for?"
Miss B.-"Why, to send delegates to."
Spelling Teacher-"Give the meaning of tomahawk."
Santos-"It's a little hawk."
Mrs. Smith-"Well, Berkley, my son, do you think you can
make my little girl happy?"
Berkley-"Happy ! You just ought to have seen her when I
asked her."
Base-baJl Classicism"A Roland for an Oliver,
A Xerxes for a Cyrus,
And coming down to late renown,
A Honus for a Tyrus."
Miss Layton and Mr. Lawton happened to be seated at the same
table in the dining-hall. Mr. Barnes, in an endeavor to revive a
languishing conversation, remarked, "Miss Lawton, how greatly
you resemble your brother." Injured glances from both parties
convinced him that he had committed a social error.
Ralph Hanscom-"How's the train?"

Dr. Hyde-"Are these apples good for an animal to eat?"
Impudent Student-"Try one."
Heard in Cooking School-"Oh, I just love to make bread.
cleans one's hands so nicely."

It

Teacher (to foreign students)-''Use the word yawn in a sentence."
Student-"The horse yawns because he is hungry."
Teacher ( to Floridian )-"You may try the same word."
Floridian-"He told me a yawn (yarn).
( 78)

Chauncey B. to Dr.-"But how can I take one pill three times
a day?"

Alice McC-"Why won't you go to the picnic?"
Bob B-"Too tired. Let's soak a few sandwiches in lemonade,
and eat 'em on the kitchen floor."
Dr. Schadt-"Money ! Russia! Russia! Money! Money! Russia!"
O'er at Carnegie Libe, one morn.
Cliff Lopp, one of our preps,
Seeking a good detective yarn,
Requested "In His Steps."
Miss Marshall-"Have you been through Algebra?''
A. P. Crosby-"Yes but it was dark, and I didn' t see much of
the place."

Ira W.-"Can't press your suit until you pay for the last."
A. P. Crosby-"Gee ! I can't wait that long."

FOOLISH QUESTIONS.
Because books in the library will slide from view, would you call
them Ely?
If the Dramatic Class stoops to conquer and Dwight Bradley
most of the time bends to tell her-how much are orange blossoms
in Cleveland ?
If she tries to teach English and a calf bellows, what is her
name?
If the good die young, are there any conclusions to be drawn
when Bugler Topp takes three involuntary baths in the lake but
is still on hand bugling?
If Southern forfeits to Rollins and wins from Stetson 14-2, and
Stetson claims the base ball championship, how many north poles
did Dr. Cook discover?
Why from Chase Hall Topp Heard Noone Reed Work, Hyde
.Schadt and Bellow Prices?
( 74)
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MENUS.
Monday.
Today. its dogs for bre<.1Hast,
For dinner. v;e'll have ham,
And supper is a repast,
Meat and grits, 0 damn!

Tuesday.
Oh morning feast. beaf steak and rolls,
Oh midday, pork and spuds,
Alas. alas. the vesper tolls,
Grits and boullion suds.
W'ednesday.
Real liver, that's not fiction,
VVe dine on cow and beans,
Arise, the Benediction,
Is Beans, Beans, Beans.
Tl nrsday.
Get up! The ~,am floats in grease,
The wampus cannot swim,
The•iidos are exempt from fle:is,
And have not a single limb.
Friday.
Tender, juicy. luscious beef,
Shoot again cocked dice,
Supper brings
no relief,
Ifs I risb mol and rice.
Saturday.
Egg fr~ppe: Oh what a botch.
Razor back in sight,
And supper you must closely watch,
To hold your weeny tight.
Sunday.
Parev,,.ell; Farewell. I close in haste,
T'm going to end this ballad,
But time can never change the taste,
Of fish balls and almon sala<l.
L. Mc.

us

( 7'i)

MOTHER GOOSE AT ROLLINS,

Hey diddle diddle,
Little Mike and his fiddle,
The President jumped over the moon.
The students laughed to see such sport,
A11d Miss Work ran away with Noone.

Good lady Fox went to the ice box
To gel the poor follows a bite.
But the ice box was bare,
Por some one bad been there,
And made a raid in the night,

Little Miss Strickland sat iu a chair,
Over in Cloverleaf to fix bu hair,
She reached for her rat;
Bless m1 1 'twas fat,
For it had gnawed right through her

very best ll at.
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Little Miss Donnan 's lost her girls,
And doesn't know where to find them.
Let them alone and they'll come home
Bringing their beaux behind them.

I

I

\

\

'

'

Lanky Dwight Bradley
Sat looking sadly
Over at Cloverleaf's door.
He put in his head,
But little Florence said :
"Come bet"e 110 ,uore."

Little boy Topp
Come blow your horn .
Tb~ dean's in bed
.h.nc1 the boys are ione.
G , C, B .
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M1ckcy-"Tl 1e sdes t way to kill a man 1s to bore him to
death."
Barnes-"You ha<l better be careful, or you will find yourself
guilty of wholesale manslau<'"hter."
Spelling Teacher-"Define the word chirp."
Bretos-"A little squeak."

H. M. Donaldson (upon his father's arrival)-''I've got a
'_t5each OR you and your careful business methods. The last time
you wrnte me you referred to my letter of the 16 inst., when you
should have said 12th. "
Mr. D.-"My son, ii you will look over your corre.spondence,
you will find that the letter in question was the 16t!1 instattce of
you asking for n1.on ey thi month."
Red Donaldson-"Rah ! Rah! Rah!

Let's start something."

Ask Amy about the Billikins,
\Vho sit with upturned toes,

0 , how shocked she was, as she si:anda!izc,l ~~id,
"My clear. where are their clothei- ?"

TENNIS SHOES.
he-' Shoo, shoo, get off that court!"
FI:e-"Why do you bother poor old Dobbin?''
She-"You surely would not have me leave him on the court
without proper shooing."
Solicitous Professor-"Do you stutter all the time?"
B.-"No s-s-sir only when I t-t-talk.''

J.

Father (anxiou ly)-"I learn with surprise that you are marked
deficient in history. I believe that you told me that you finished
your paper in ten minutes.''
D. J. Bradley-"So I did. but the question was, · 'Tell all you
inow about German history.'·•
Father-"Ah, I see."
( 78 )

Berkeley Blackman to class in Chemistry.-"We will now make
a little nitroglycerine." (Just then Donaldson was seen rapidly
emerging from the laboratory and showing a remarkably cleail
pair of heels to those in the vicinity).
Venable (in Algebra)-"Two sides of an equation are not
always equal, because sometimes there's a whole string of things
on one side, and zero on the other."
Alice McC-"There are plenty of jokes in school."
D. B.-"So?"
A. McC.-"Yes, indeed. You may put my name at the head of
the list if you wish.''
Jessie Work-" Oh, Doc, you have broken your promise."
C. A. N oone- "N ever mind, I'll make you a new one."
Mrs. Fox-"Scat ! Get out! Bang!''
Dr. Schadt, (in German I.) "Translate into German, Life is
long.''
Mr. Newell ( without hesitation) 'Lieben ist tang.''
A pleasant young fellow named Clare,
Once offered a lady a chair,
But alas and alack,
The chair held a tack,
Which greatly embarrassed poor Clare.

Dr. Hyde (lecturing on Rome)-"This structure has endure¢
for twenty six hundred years. No modern structure has ever
stood such a test."
Lesley-"W e had your boys for dinner."
Miss Donnan-"They must have made a rare delicacy."
"Prof" Gates (after long silence)-"What's a fellow thinking
about when he ain't thinking about nothing?" .
Roddy-"Thinking about you, papa Gates."
· ( 79 )

Miss B. (absently at spread)-"I'm sorry, girls, but I've got to
eat this German now."
(Inscription found on fly-leaf of Spanish text book)
Berkeley Blackman, Winter Park, Fla."

)

"Mrs.

Alice McCready (Singing)~"! want a home.''
Bob Bradley (Wildly)-"! really must be going."
Lovey-"Those who live in stone houses should never throw
g-lass(s."
Miss Layton (in Biology class)-"Turtles are aquatic and
celestial."
Paul (in Algebra class) -"It seems to me that the question is,
how far apart they'll be when they meet."
Miss Donnan-" What were the relations between Philip
"1--ugustus and the Plantagenets ?"
Chauncey B.-"The plantagenets were a wild and savage people
that Philip Aug ustus tried to civilize."
Dr. H yde-"Mr. Lawton, what is the rule for the partitive
genitive?"
Lawton-"The partitive genitive designates a .,.part of which
the whole is taken."
Miss !Kell)l)-'' Mr'. Melaphone, did you bring youri , Topp!
tonight?"
Miss D onnan-"Mr. Cleveland, was E lizabetb a happy woman?''
Wilbur- "Yes, during her life."
Dr. H yde-"Mis B. will plea e give me the principle parts of
'damno.'"
Miss Bucher-"Damno , damnave-"
Dr. H yde, (interruptin g )- "We will call it 'da (h) mno,' so
that it will not so und so emphatic."
( 1 )

Dr. Clayton, (as Miss Louise Borland hesitates to take last
cake)-"I don't think that works with this particular kind of
cake."
Mis Louise Borland-"Oh, I hope not.''
Mis

Reed-"I once knew a young girl who
and she died."

Mi s Donnan-''Did Draco write three laws?"
Roosevelt-"N o, ma'am, he didn't write them, he just wrote
them."
1is
Miss
Miss
.JVJiss
dead."

McQualcr. - " Do you believe in vivisection?"
O'Neal-"Ye , decidedly. '
McQuaters-"Oh, but it' awful."
Borland- "Oh, it doesn't hurt them any after they are

Leadcr-"What is a chilblain, Mr. Venahle ?"
Venable-'·vVhy, I guess it's a kind of a foolish fellow."
Doc N oone-'·What was that we had for breakfast?"
D. Bradley- Tripe."
Doc- "I never heard of that kind of fish before." .
Chauncey B.-"Say, Jim, do you use Allen's I• oot Ease?"
Hawes-·'Yes, when she o-ives me a chance."
Cur· ,a us ~trangcr-"\tVbat i the height of Dwight's ambition?"
Facetious Stranger- 'Oh, he comes just a little above his
knees."
Miss Donnan, ( cizin°· a book which lay on the library table)"Here's a book I've been wanting for two years."
(The volume was 'Political Situations in Africa.")
Voice from the gang (In Favor's)-"Have a drink, Noone?'?
C. A. N.-"No thanks, but if its all the same, I'll take a leadpencil."
( 82)

DEGREES CONFERRED-1910
Ernest Stiles Ely
Jessie Work
Robert Bradley
Jack Baldwin
Alice McCready
Arthur Landstreet
Hallam Danaldson
Margaret Marshall
John La Montague
James Wilson
Ira Williams
Florrie Johnson
Jennie Bellows
Eva McQuaters
Florence Johnson
John Bull
Helen Smith
Freda Read
Julius King
Berkeley Blackman
Leslie Donaldson
Louise La Montague
Edith Foley
Clifford Topp
Nick Carter
Roy Barnes
Annie Macfarlane
Margaret Roberts
Lo·u ise Borland
Paul Crosby
Bart Wilson
Clare Crosby
Dwight Bradley
Jessie Heard
Ralph Twitchell
H. Duncan
Leigh Newell
Carroll Twitchell

Doctor of (Ph )reshness
Bachelor of Su persiliousness
l\'laster Misogynist
M.A.
Doctor of Despondency
D. D.
Bachelor of Social Ambition
B. s.
Ph.D. Doctor of Preposterousness
Ph.D.
Prevarication
Ph.D.
(Pb)ickleness
B. S.
Bachelor of Steadfast-devotiou
L.L.D. Doctor of Landscapes
Loud Dressing
L.L. D.
Bachelor of Stolidness
B. S.
,.
Sourness
B. S.
Master of EpithalamiumE
E.M.
Dwight-moodiness
M.D.
Ph. B. Bachelor of ( Ph )ire-eating'Belligerency
A. B.
,, Amourousness
B. s.
Sisterly Superv-ision
M.A.
Master of Apron-strings
Bachelor of Egotism
B. E.
B.M.
Match-making
B.M.
Melodramatics
B. S.
Studiousness
B.S
" in Submarine Exploration
Ph.D. Doctor of (Pb)ox-hunting
A. B.
Bachelor of Aloofness
Ph.D. Doctor of (Ph)riskin~
B. S.
Bachelor of S i ~ J
"
Am1~lity
A. B.
B. S.
Slothful~ess
D.D.
Doctor of Disputations
L.L.B. Law Breaking
·*Doctor of Medicine
M. D.
Bachelor of Second-fiddlery
B. S.
Bachelor of Sanctimoniousness
B. S.
Doctor of Bachhanalians
B. D.
Bachelor of Procrastination
B. P.
Master of Eccentricity
RM.
P h.D.
B. S.

* '!'he faculty are con sidering a s pecial degr ee for thi s s tude nt on account of
great interest and a ttention show n in th e care ofiu fauts .

( i3 )

renshaw Howell
l"rank Read
H. Stanley Pope
·nr. Schadt
Miss Donnan
Lane McLean
Ralph Hanscom
.Red Bedenger

B. P.

Bachelor of Pusillinamity
Engineer of Choice and Chance
Doctorof Dissonance
Doctor in Bombastinism
Doctor of Despotism
Bachelor of Prohibition
Petulance
.Master of Appetite

C. E.
D. D.
D. B.
D,D.
B. P.
B. P.
M.A.

SPECIAi, DEGREES

Clarence Boyer
Maltby Babcock
Florence Johnson
Dr. Hyde
C. A. Noone
Biddy Gore

ll. R. C.
F.D.O.Y.
N. S.
11. V.
B. C.
M. Q. I.

Rah-Rah-Clothes
For Dear Old Yale
No Sophistication
Master Voraciousness
Bachelor Conceit
Master Quiet Industry

OH, HUSH THEE, MY BABY.
WITH APOLOGIES TO ARTHUR S, SU LLIVAN .

(O h, hu h thee, my baby, 'tis Saturday nigh t,

M iss D onnan is go in g t o pu t out the light.
T he cha fin g-dish, fu dge-pan, and spoons which we see
A re all belorio-in g to fr iends, n ot to thee.
1h fear not th e bug le, tho ugh loudly it calls,
·rnm ns to breakfast of sweet codfish ba ll s.
T J-, s \Y - k can't be Lended, the sausage is red,
Ano Hry teeth will be broken o n biscuit and bread.

Jt,

Oh, hush thee, my baLy, th ere' ll so on come a time,
W hen thy sleep shall be broken by loud Baker Chime ;
The campus will change, there'll be new dining hall s,
A nd new students will eat the same old codfish-balls.
- B.

(
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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And thy teet11
Oh, hush thee, n
When thy sleep sl
The campus will ch
And new students v.
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Irrigate your Orange Groves and Truck Farms.
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OIL. HEATING PLANTS !:'\STALLED
Farm Implements, Building Supplies.

SANFOUD, PLORIDA.
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Peoples Bank of Sanford, Florida
CAPITAL, $30,000.00

The ONLY Bank in Sanford th~I_ . . .9'.·I ~
SURES EVERY DOLLAR DEP£~~ ~
-~L_~
AGAINST LOSS from am- ,--~
.• · ◄:,. N
· J and all c a ~
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THE PEOPLES BANt

Prompt Service
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"OF

Polite Se: ~ s

. t · rvtce
an d w1 11 a pprecia e ,

ANFORD

-

Accurate Service

FOUR PER ChNT. all( , ~ your patronage.
·
S f
D • . '.lwed on Savings Deposits
a ety
epos·•
_
, , 1t Boxes for rent
M , M , S::MITH,

President

H . R ST EVENS,-" , - - -

Vice-Presid~
:nt.

G. S. DE RRY,
Cashier.

H . E . TOLAR,
Ass 't Cashier.

Tne OrlanOo Water an□ Lignt Com~an~
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Electric Lights and Power
ICB
OAS

WATER

Tne OrlanOo Water an□ Lignt Com~an~
-

-

· - - - -- - -···.

-

~
We are here to please

/\/h

-

Call and give us a trial

0OYLE & SON

WINl E. .R

PARK

ALL ORDERS PROMP1 '"LY ATTENDED TO

HOWARD HATS

WAR N ER'S CORSETS

THE HAMMOND
THE

II

DRY
GOODS

& BUNCH

CO.

POPULAR

AND

CLOTHING

11

HOUSE

Made to Measure Clothing
A SP E CIALTY
CRAWFORD SHOES

McCALL'S PATTERNS

Ill

Ill

------ ,

Jordan's

Phone 201

.::::=::====================j,

____________,

·---- - .At

You,- BfHJI Sto,-t. -Pritt JO enl,.

----------

FULLER & GILES
Roa.I E state

~nd Insurance

Orlando,
CELE_R Y LA

Florida

IVES& SMITH

m

Millinery,

Notions and Fancy

Goods

Specialti~s:- White Goods and Silks

ORLANDO BANK & TRUST COMPANY
$63, 000
Bank Organized April 16, 1006

C APITAL

4 % Interest

AND

SURPLUS

Paid on Savings Accounts and Time Certificates of De-posit
DEPOSITS lN SVRED

J. D. BF.GGS , President

M. M. S:\HTH, Yice-President
We So licit Your Busitttss

GEO . E. NOLA.N, CashieT
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I s a Lad ies ' Stor wher e you can g t
aboutauything y ou wish for Ladies
and Children in W earing A pparel.
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We put Quality and Style FIRST.
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DR. E. F. AKERS
DENTIST

Office Hours: 8:30 a. m. to 12 m . 1:30 p. m. to

4:ao

p . m.
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f IDEAL FERTILIZERS
~

~
E

--BEST and CHEAPEST==============

.._

~

Compare our analysis and prices with any brand on the

~

market. Send for our literature. Ask questions.

~

i

~

~
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Our vast store of information is at your
service.

Write today.

~
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FREE BOOKS:
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0RANGES.-How and When to Fertilize Citru:, Trees.
Why Fertilize Citrus Trees in the Fall.
Spring Fertilizing for P rofit.
Fertilizing for Size and Quality .
Die-Back ; Its Causes and Treatment.
How to Begin an Orange Grove.
Ideal Results from Ideal Fertilizers.
PINEAPPLES .-Special Leaflet on Fertilization.
STRA WBERRIEB.-Soil , Varieties, Cultivation and Fertilization .
IRISH P0TAT0ES.-Soil, Seed, Plantin g and Fertilizing.
FLORIDA VEGETAHLEB .- This book contains valuable
articles on all the leading garden p roducts of F'J-orida. It will be ready for distribution in JuJy.
REMEDIES FOR INSEUTS AND DISEA ES.- Most vatuable in grove, garden or field.
FLORIDA S0ILS.-Of interest to all.
IDEAL FERTILIZERS.-Sonrces, Ana,y l ;1.: , and prices ,o f our
Regular Brands.
[DEAL FIELD CROP FERTILIZERB.-Sources ·at..., A~ : ..iis
of our Regular Field Crop Brands .
New and revised edit ion of the above just pu blished
F ree for the asking.
Sent

-i-- WILSON & , TOOMER
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JACKSONVILLE, FL(tRIDA.
EST ,48LISHED 1893.
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for Quality and for Price~ can be seen
in the new spring lines we are now
showing
A1so complete line of Onyx Hosiery
for men~ women and children
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PIONEER STORE
SCHULTZ BROS.
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College, Academy, and Schools of Music, lbpression, Fine Atts, Do-
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mestic and Industrial Fine Arts, and Business. Carnegie Hall, and third
men's dormitory now finished; electric lights; steam and furnace heats; large o
faculty ; pecfe t health eon di tions; 6 ne gymnasium; atb le tie field. tennis
courts , golf links, base-ball, basket-ball, and football teams, champions of
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We wish to take this opportunity to thank most
heatily the various advertisers who have made possible
the ,µbli cation of TT::IE SAND-SPUR.
v~ earnestly recommend that its patrons be supportecr,. y a 11 our friends and well-wishers.
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